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Election '98 
With nine tickets running this year, voting for student body president 
could be a puzzling experience for the uninformed voter. Scholastic 
offers profiles of this year's candidates to sort out the pieces. 
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A Visual Twist 
Swingers screenwriter Doug Limon takes the Sophomore 
Literary Festival beyond books. Check out a profile of 
the precedent-setting guest speaker as well a complete 
preview of what else is in store. by Katie Wild 

Excellence of Execution G 
With a probable NBA future,Big East superstar Pat 
Garrity proves he's all work when it comes to his GPA. 
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I- of a Non-Voter 
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L.L. 

In my four years here, I haven't voted in 
the student body elections. This hasn't 
stopped me from criticizing our student 

leaders or complaining aboutthe Notre Dame 
bureaucracy and so it's people like me who 
get labeled "apathetic." 

On the contrary. I'm not apathetic - I'm 
angry. Just before I got here, students lost all 
rights from du Lac, after I got here I was 
kicked out of my dorm (Grace Hall) and if! 
were to stay here, I'd be evicted from LaFor
tune to the basement of South Dining Hall 
with the rest of the student media. And all I 
got from student government was this lousy 
attitude. 

It seems to me that the decisions that most 
affect students are not made by student 
leaders. While I acknowledge independent 
accomplishments like the ticket exchange 
and SafeRide, the administration has over
shadowed student government on major 
decisions affecting student life - reducing 
student leaders (and thus students) to meek
voiced pawns, forever at the mercy of these 
higher powers. It's a cynical view, but I've 
seen little to persuade me otherwise. 

This year, after listening to the candidates 
discuss their platforms, I heard the usual 
mix of noble ideas, ambitious goals and 
gung-ho attitudes. In short, the usual. Which 
is why I'm not voting again this year. I'm 
angry that, for four years, no candidate has 
shown the courage to address the latent 
hypocrisy here - they'd rather recycle the 
usual Notre Dame political jargon - and 
I'm angry most students buy it. In my eyes, 
pick any of this year's candidates and they'll 
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likely get a few minor things accomplished 
while making lovely additions to the admin
istrative tool box. 

One day, I hope, Notre Dame will have an 
election and no one will vote. At the very 
least, it would mean students are no longer 
fooling themselves into believing that the 
current system is best for us and that the 
administration is really putting students first. 

About the Interviews 
Scholastic interviewed each ticket run

ning for student body president and vice
president, asking them the same 12 ques
tions. We transcribed four of these ques
tions and their respective answers on pages 
7-11. Our endorsement is based on a major
ity vote of the interviewers and appears on 
the facing page. 

The Scholastic Family 
Scholastic welcomes Mark Loftus, who 

joins the staff as our new business man
ager, congratulates Kate Jacques on her 
promotion to campus life editor and offers 
belated congratulations to Gordie Bell, who 
was promoted to photography editor last 
semester. 

Oops 
The WNDU station was improperly 

identified as not being affiliated with the 
university in the story "Greetings From TV' 
Land" (Dec. 4, 1997). Also, in the same 
issue, Peter Moriarty's name was misspelled 
in the ND Notebook story "Holiday Forte." 
Scholastic regrets the errors. 

Chris Myers 

23 Years Ago: 
Endorse This! 

In the March 7,1975, issue of Scholastic, 
Pat McLaughlin, outgoing 1974 Notre 
Dame student body president, had these 
fond words of farewell for the Notre Dame 
campus media: 

"The struggle for a story, any stOJY, is 
something that should be coped with by 
editors and reporters, not the rest of cam
pus . ... 0 h yes,I am sour because I didn't 
get the media's endorsements and I have 
gotten a few bad editorials. Frankly, I 
didn't need their endorsement, nor do I 
care about their editorials. More than 
once, things that are either nonexistent or 
minor are blown up to seem like the cam
pus is going down the drain . ... This 'ho
lier than thou' attitude must stop. God 
knows that they have lost their credibility 
with the administration, but more impor
tantly, they are losing it with the' stu
dents." 

We here at Scholastic hope that this year's 
outgoing president remembers us, espe
cially the Gipper, more fondly. Matt Grif
fin shares his thoughts on the year gone 
by on page 36. And on page12, the lasting 
effects of the Griffin regime are exam- . 
ined. 

-JFM. 
Executive Editor '-------_________ --.J 

...... :.. .:d;v~rph6t6s by •• ·. ..... . . 
. ' G6rdieBeiLandAmandaBauer .•.. 
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Vote Cesaro/Selak 
Mediocrity was the buzzword in last year's elections, and 

it was mediocrity we got. The Griffin administration 
proved inefficient, as highlighted in the petition to 

recall Matt Griffin from office. So we were pleasantly surprised 
by the tickets in this year's election. True, the race contains its 
fair share of candidates who just shouldn't be running. No one is 
fighting to raze Stepan this year, but there's the usual promise of 
a Mod Quad A TM, along with a pledge to repaint that trouble
some crosswalk between the Joyce Center and the stadium. 
Among the weaker tickets and cliched ideas, however, are some 
appealing candidates. Out of this group, we think Peter Cesaro 
and Andrea Selak are the best people for the job. 

Cesaro and Selak's well-researched platform offers a broad 
vision of what they want to accomplish in office, supported by 
concrete goals that demonstrate they are in touch with the 
student body. Ideas such as expanding the use of debit cards to 
laundry machines and all food outlets, posting all student 
employment opportunities on the Web, and establishing a 
campus shuttle are conveniences most students will welcome. 

Their direct approach to this issue stands out among other 
candidates who don't think student rights are a problem. Alfonso 
Kennard, for one, thinks we have "a good amount of rights right 
now," explaining, "If it's not broke, don't fix it." Walter Poirier 
feels students are already represented well enough on the Board 
of Trustees. And Kevin Corrigan and Brian Doherty didn't 
demonstrate any understanding of the issues whatsoever. 

Not all candidates are so out of touch with major issues. Some 
presented quite workable platforms. In their interview, Matt 
Tomko and Ross Kerr listed feasible ideas such as improved 
security and a campus beautification committee. They also 
emphasized the importance of putting a student on the Board of 
Trustees, explaining that it will pave the way to resolve other 
student rights issues. Brandon Williams and Julie Reising, 
another solid ticket, articulated campaign goals that transcend 
the .trivial ideas of previous elections. They stressed the impor
tance of improving race relations, as well as establishing a 
stronger student voice in university decisions. But while both 
tickets are strong, Cesaro and Selak surpass them. Tomko and 
Kerr lack the vision of Cesaro and Selak, while Williams and 
Reising do not share Cesaro and Selak's focus and efficiency, a 
focus .necessary for getting things done. 

And we are confident that Cesaro and Selak will get things 
done. With their broad range of experience in student govern
ment and their extensive campaign research, Cesaro and Selak 
will be ready to start working toward their goals on April 1. 

Cesaro and Selak offer a welcome change from the lackluster 
leaders we've seen in years past. They will be an effective voice 
for students. Vote Cesaro/Selak. 

But beyond material "gimmes," Cesaro and Selak cite student 
rights and getting a student on the Board of Trustees as signifi
cant campaign goals. Given the failure of recent administrations 
to address these important issues, we were impressed by Cesaro 
and Selak's initiative in these areas. Early in our interview, 
before we even addressed the issue, Cesaro noted their intention 
to push for an enumerated bill of student rights - a refreshing 
change from previous student body presidents who had to be 
harassed into comIp.enting on the issue. Cesaro's experience in 
working with students' rights concerns will also help them find 
some resolution. - Scholastic Magazine 

ATTENTION OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS: 
,C 

Pick up your free copy of the 1 997 Football Review. 
Come to 303 LaFortune between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, with your Student ID. 

Also, some 8 1/2 X 11 Football Review pictures available 
for purchase. $14 per photo. No phone orders, please . 
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Open LeHer 
to the Women's 
Resource Center 

The Women's Resource Center (WRC) 
has voiced concerns about the ad solic
iting letters that ran in our Nov. 13, 

1997, issue. The ad was intended to be 
humorous, but the WRCpointedoutthatnot 
everyone found it amusing. They were con
cerned that we wished to represent our maga
zine with a negative image, which was not 
our intention. For readers who thought the 
ad was in poor taste, we apologize. The ad 
was not supposed to offend. 

But despite the possible poor taste of the 
ad, we question the manner in which the 
WRC dealt with their concerns. They wrote 
a letter to our adviser articulating their con
cerns, but allowed no opportunity for Scho
lastic to respond before running an ad in the 
Observer that denounced our own ad. 

As those familiar with the campus media 
know, the content of Scholastic, along with 
other student publications, is left to the 
discretion of the staff. With that in mind, we 
ask that readers contact us directly about 
concerns they have with regards to the 
magazine's content. We welcome feedback. 

- Scholastic 

Griffin a Poor 
Voice for Students 

Dear Editor, I would just like to express my agreement 
with the editorial entitled "Recall Griffin 
from Office" in the Dec. 4 issue. I feel 

that Griffin does not adequately represent 
the voice of the student body. He is inca
pable of providing the type of leadership 
that this campus needs, especially in re
gards to working with the administration. I 
feel that Scholastic captured this complaint 
in a very objective and fair manner in the 
editorial. 

4 

So thank you for your editorial. 

SCHOLASTIC 
MAGAZINE 

Clare Murphy 
Off Campus 

Wanttofincloutwhothe Gipperis?· 
. . ,-., . ". . " 

Scholastic.· isno,#.accepting 
applicatiqnsfor.", ' 

, , - . " 
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As the World Interns 
Former Clinton interns tell all! 

This summer, one of the hottest posi
tions for future politicos is sure to be 
that of White House intern. Thanks to 

President Clinton's most recent alleged 
sexual indiscretions, the spot now carries a 
hint of intrigue in addition to the excitement 
of working at one of the main nerve centers 
in the nation's capitol. ' 

Well, riot quite. Three Notre Dame stu
dents who are also, White House veterans 
report that the typical internship will lead to 
considerably less contact with the presi
dent, and less national attention, than Monica 
Lewinsky's stay in Washington brought her. 

According to senior Carrie Upp who spent 
last summer working in the White House, 
the typical workload often includes 
unglamorous tasks like answering phones 
and doing various clerical work. "Some 
people were disappointed because we 
weren't working on policy, but the staffers 
'get paid a lot of money to do that," Upp says. 

Junior Raam Jani's internship allowed 
him more frequent changes of scenery, but 
was also short on glamour. As a part of the 
advance teantfpr the president's public ap
pearances, Jani was called upon to make 
sure that the smaller details of the events 
were up to Mr. Clinton's standards. He 

FEBRUARY 5, 1998 

recounts, "There was a lot of arranging 
flower pots and other little things." 

J ani says that although he was often in the 
same room as the president, staffers dis
c,Ouraged contact between the chief execu
tiveandhisinterns. "We were told, 'You're 
part of his staff, and you can't gawk or ask 
for autographs,'" Jani says. Senior Vinnie 
Squillace, another former intern, recalls the 
time one of his co-workers got a little too 
familiar with the leader of the free world: 
"One kid got moved to another office fO,r 
talking,to the president," Squillace recalls. 
"We were at a function, and the guy just 
went up and started shaking his hand and 
asked if he could shadow him. They moved 
him to the 'comment line', where his job 
was to take angry phone calls." 

Despite the lack of high-profile experi
ence or involvement with the president, all 
three of the former interns view the job as a 
favorable experience. Upp sees the job as a 
good place to meet people to use as refer
enc~s, and Squillace says, "If it's not a 
stepping-stone to another job it's a possibil
ity for one. I met a lot of people I can call 
later. It's also a great resume filler. What 
better experience can you get?" 

- Jake Mooney 

Q&A 

lQuestions with 

Greg BarLin 
Willing to help you download porn 

Any Arts &Letters major can sympathize. 
You had to put your six-page Dante paper 
off until the last night. Now it's 1 a. m., and 
there's a 13-name list for the DeBartolo 
computer cluster, ypur only hope at this 
ungodly hour. There'sjust one person you 
want to hear calling your name for a pc: 
Greg Barlin. Barlin is ajunior history and 
computer applications major from Mil
waukee, Wis. He spends half of his time 
studying slavishly in Keough Hall and the 
other halfworking to make sure that other 
studentsget the computer advice they need. 

, What really happens in the cluster when 
they close for the 3:30 a.m. cleaning? 
Well, the janitor comes in and turns on some 
music. Then we break out a keg in the 
bathroom and polish it off real fast before 
people catch on. 

Do you ever get unruly students? 
Yeah, just football players. 

What do you do about it? 
I take it upon myself to physically remove 
them from the lab. 

Do any campus celebrities ever come in 
here? 
The closest we've come to a campus celeb
rity would have to be Ron Powlus. That's 
probably it. We never get any administra
tors. 

continued on next page ~ 
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Open LeHer 
to the Women's 
Resource Center 

The Women's Resource Center (WRC) 
has voiced concerns about the ad solic
iting letters that ran in our Nov. 13, 

1997, issue. The ad was intended to be 
humorous, but the WRCpointedoutthatnot 
everyone found it amusing. They were con
cerned that we wished to represent our maga
zine with a negative image, which was not 
our intention. For readers who thought the 
ad was in poor taste, we apologize. The ad 
was not supposed to offend. 

But despite the possible poor taste of the 
ad, we question the manner in which the 
WRC dealt with their concerns. They wrote 
a letter to our adviser articulating their con
cerns, but allowed no opportunity for Scho
lastic to respond before running an ad in the 
Observer that denounced our own ad. 

As those familiar with the campus media 
know, the content of Scholastic, along with 
other student publications, is left to the 
discretion of the staff. With that in mind, we 
ask that readers contact us directly about 
concerns they have with regards to the 
magazine's content. We welcome feedback. 

- Scholastic 

Griffin a Poor 
Voice for Students 

Dear Editor, I would just like to express my agreement 
with the editorial entitled "Recall Griffin 
from Office" in the Dec. 4 issue. I feel 

that Griffin does not adequately represent 
the voice of the student body. He is inca
pable of providing the type of leadership 
that this campus needs, especially in re
gards to working with the administration. I 
feel that Scholastic captured this complaint 
in a very objective and fair manner in the 
editorial. 
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ity for one. I met a lot of people I can call 
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Any Arts &Letters major can sympathize. 
You had to put your six-page Dante paper 
off until the last night. Now it's 1 a. m., and 
there's a 13-name list for the DeBartolo 
computer cluster, ypur only hope at this 
ungodly hour. There'sjust one person you 
want to hear calling your name for a pc: 
Greg Barlin. Barlin is ajunior history and 
computer applications major from Mil
waukee, Wis. He spends half of his time 
studying slavishly in Keough Hall and the 
other halfworking to make sure that other 
studentsget the computer advice they need. 

, What really happens in the cluster when 
they close for the 3:30 a.m. cleaning? 
Well, the janitor comes in and turns on some 
music. Then we break out a keg in the 
bathroom and polish it off real fast before 
people catch on. 

Do you ever get unruly students? 
Yeah, just football players. 

What do you do about it? 
I take it upon myself to physically remove 
them from the lab. 

Do any campus celebrities ever come in 
here? 
The closest we've come to a campus celeb
rity would have to be Ron Powlus. That's 
probably it. We never get any administra
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Q&A continued from previous page 
Do you ever flirt with the female fresh
men who ask you to help them set up 
their e-majl accounts? 
I have all my fellow computer consultants 
defer them to me. I prefer helping aging 
foreign graduate student males, though. 

What do you do when people complain 
about the long printing queue between 
classes? 
I remind them that they're stupid to wait till 
the last minute to print out their stuff. Then 
I physically remove them from the lab. 

What makes the DeBartolo computer clus
ter better than the others on campus? 
We have our own personal bathroom. 

Who would you say are your computer 
role models? 
Brian Burchett, Bill Gates and Inspector 
Gadget. 

What advice would you want to give up
and-coming computer cluster workers? 
Don'tplay Snood [a video game verypopu
lar among the cluster workers when there's 
nothing to do] when the manager's looking. 

Holtz or Davie? 
Ditka. 
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MAGAZINE 

SABRE DANCING 

Fencing Fever 
The Irish take on top-ranked 
Penn State this weekend 

For one of the most successful athletic 
programs at Notre Dame, the fencing 
team lacks significant coverage. Ev-

eryone knows about the women's soccer 
and basketball teams and their exploits, and 
the football and men's basketball teams 
remain the most popular squads on campus. 
However, not many people know that the 
Notre Dame fencing team has finished sec
ond at the NCAA Championships for three 
consecutive years and has the most All
Americans of any sport in Notre Dame 
history. 

This year's team expects nothing less. 
One of its main obstacles in capturing its 
first national championship since 1994 is 
Penn State. The Nittany Lions are ranked 
first in both the men's and women's polls 
while the Irish are third in both. This week
end, Notre Dame gets a chance to move up 
in the rankings as Penn State visits the Joyce 
Center as part of the eight-team Notre Dame 
Invitational that will take place all day Sat
urday and Sunday. This is just the beginning 
of the fencing fun in the South Bend area as 

the Irish will 
host three 
more events 
this season, in
cluding the 
NCAA Cham
pionships 
March 19-22. 

For Notre 
Dame to have 
a chance of 
defeating the 
Nittany Lions, 
they will need 
big perfor
mances from 
their key play-
ers. Junior photo courtesy Sports Information 

captain Luke 
LaValle, a two-time All-American in men's 
sabre, is undefeated so far this season and 
hopes to extend that streak. On the women's 
side, the Irish are led by sophomore epeeist 
Magda Krol, the 1997 national champion, 
and junior foilist Sara Walsh, who has fin
ished second in the NCAA's tournament for 
two consecutive years. Though it's not ex
actl y Duke-Carolina, the eyes of the fencing 
world will be on the Joyce Center this week
end, and with "home-field advantage" the 
Irish will look for fan support. 

- Brian Lucas 

F.EBRUARY 5/ 1998 

Peter 

c--- lak 
In two minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and 
student body vice president. 

pc: Well, I think our entire platform is summed up in our campaign theme 
which is "Putting Students First." ... For communication we propose having the 
president and vice president actually going to hall councils and class councils and 
really examining what student government does for them and receiving any input 
those students might have .... We'd really like to work with the dining halls and 
possibly modify the meal plans and make the debit card, which will go into effect 
next year, more accessible. 

AS: Privatizing SafeRide is one of our main ideas. We have talked to Joe 
Cassidy already and we have clearance to get started right away expanding 
SafeRide not only to Thursday nights but to other big going-out nights as well. 
Also, just turning SafeRide into paid positions we think will be helpful. 
What do you think the job description of the student body president and vice 
president should be? 

PC: The student body president is responsible for coordinating the executive 
cabinet and serving as a medium between the students ani! the administration .... 
He is also a member of the Student Senate, but a non-voting member, in order to 
provide more input but not to sway any decisions by his vote. He also uses the 
office of the president to ensure the effective operations of the Student Union 
itself. 

AS: As student body vice president I would be in charge of running the Student 
Senate .... The vice president also reports to the executive cabinet, but Student 
Senate and aiding the president in any duties would be the main focus of the vice 
president. ' 
The issues of student rights, gay rights and having a student on the Board of 
Trustees have been discussed over and over. Which of these, if ailY, do you hope 
to resolve concretely? 

PC: Actually, all three of those issues are on our platform and we would like to 
see some significant advancements in all of those areas. Undergraduate students' 
rights' are essential and need to be enumerated in dll Lac . ... There should be a clear 
announcement of what students' rights are - the right to a fair teacher assessment, 
the right to a fair disciplinary 
proceeding and a page number 
where you can find those rights. 
We hope to put an undergradu
ate on the Board of Trustees .... ' 
Gay and lesbian students should 
be allowed to meet on campus, 
they should be accepted by their 
peers and respected. 

AS: Accepta.nce and respect 
are two major key issues. Not 
only with gay rights but also 
students with disabilities and 
other diversity issues. 
What sets you apart from the ' 
other candidates? 

PC: Andrea and I have [met] 
with several people around cam

pus, such as Dr. Rapagnani from L/;~;~pe:i'.ii~p;(~,e.;: :.~QP),1qlll:l.~~;r~~:;~ 
the OIT. We're meeting with 
Dr. Pace in the registrar's office 
to really get to the bottom of this 
new registration system that's , 
coming out - the DART on- " :". ':' ',,','" :": " ' . . , .,". ". 
line. We've also been able to meet with ... the Food Services director and followed 
up on exactly how student government ... can represent the students to the dining 
halls and Food Services. 

AS: We have contacted also Jim O'Connor, the general manager of the 
bookstore and he's so excited about working with student government to make the 
bookstore more student-friendly. We've talked to Mike Smith from Facilities 
Engineering about library basement renovations. ' 

PC: We want to bring Student Union to the students and show them what 
Student Union 'can do for them. 

FEBRUARY 5/ 1998 

The Candidates 
In two minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and 
student body vice president. 

WP: I think the number-one most important issue that we discussed is, in light 
of recent events, having a degree of accountability build up within the office, and 
that's why we're running at such an early time. Given the opportunity to serve the 
community and then possibly even run again, we feel like there'd be more 
accountability and that's something that seems to be lacking. 

GS: It won't be like we're seniors, so it doesn't matter what we do. 
What do you think the job description """,,"'-::-:-~"--:---:---:---:-----:-:------;:-::-::-::l 
of the student body president and vice 
president should be? 

WP: Going with the accountabil
ity theme, I see the office as a bridge-, 
gapper, between not only the students 
and the administration, but also the 
services provided in LaFortune. 

GS: They need to be representa
tive of the student body. They have to 
be in touch with what they think and 
the changes they think need to be 
made. 
The issues of student rights, gay rights 
and having a student on the Board of ' 
'TTllstees have been discussed over and ' 
over. Which of these, if any, do yO/t 
hope to resolve concretely? 

WP: Those are things that came 
up last campaign. I was kind of a 
somewhat quiet observer oflast year' s L....~....:..... __ ......:.:..-.......:----'---"....:....;-'----'-' 

campaign, but also a critic. With the 
issue of gaining a seat for a student on the Board of Trustees, I feel that if I were 
elected to office, the supposed lack of representation could be overcome very easily 
with close relations with the people in the administration. I don't think it's very fair 
to have a student voting on the Board of Trustees. As 'students we're very well 
represented on the Board and they take into account our interests very well .... With 
gay rights, I understand the concerns of the community, and as much as this is a 
Catholic university, they must feel loyal to the Church and to its policies. I think the 
gay community needs to be recognized here as evidence comes out that it's a real 
dilemma in society. This is a problem that we have with this campus that everybody's 
so insulated. It just seems like through this insulation it filters our perspective of 
what we see really going on. And we need to provide reality to the people here. 
What sets you apart from the other candidates? 

OS: 1'd have to say it's our honesty and us being representative of the people. To 
be honest, I don't know everything about being vice president. I have no real 
leadership experience, but 1.'11 do the best I can to serve the people, and get them 
what they want. 

WP: As newcomers to the scene we would provide the fresh face that seems to 
be lacking. It seems that the 'current situation is pretty stale, stagnant. Our voice 
would reflect the voice of the campus. And a good deal of students here, at least half, 
are younger, underclassmen and we understand from our relationships with people 
our own age what the current concerns are. 

Walter 
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Q&A continued from previous page 
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I physically remove them from the lab. 

What makes the DeBartolo computer clus
ter better than the others on campus? 
We have our own personal bathroom. 

Who would you say are your computer 
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sabre, is undefeated so far this season and 
hopes to extend that streak. On the women's 
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ished second in the NCAA's tournament for 
two consecutive years. Though it's not ex
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world will be on the Joyce Center this week
end, and with "home-field advantage" the 
Irish will look for fan support. 
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leadership experience, but 1.'11 do the best I can to serve the people, and get them 
what they want. 

WP: As newcomers to the scene we would provide the fresh face that seems to 
be lacking. It seems that the 'current situation is pretty stale, stagnant. Our voice 
would reflect the voice of the campus. And a good deal of students here, at least half, 
are younger, underclassmen and we understand from our relationships with people 
our own age what the current concerns are. 

Walter 
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III two millutes, tell us what YOli wallt to achieve as studellt body presidellt alld 
studellt body vice presidellt. 

KC: Basically, what we want to do is cater to average people's needs. We have 
a lot of big expectations for simple, little things around campus .... First and 
foremost there are a few safety issues on campus that ... we've both run into .... 
There's a crosswalk from the lACC to the stadium that hasn't been painted over in 
years. I know a lot of people who end up waiting in groups for 15, 20 minutes. 

BD: Along those lines, ... one of the big things in Haggar Hall is that there's no 
telephones. I know a lot of students get bothered by that. We'd also like to see 
telephones out in the parking lot, D2, D2000. 

KC: On South Quad ... right around the golf course where the putting green is, 
the sidewalk cuts off. And r-:--,.....,---:--,---,::....,.,.--,.-..,-..."...-,..",.-~,..,...,....,.--" 
it's on a curve. That's a 
heavily trafficked area .... 
There's no reason for a side
walk not to be right there. 
Another place is between ' 
Notre Dame Avenue andlu
niper and Angela. 

BD: Another one of the 
things that I'm sure, 
everyone's experienced ... 
[is] used book sales ... some
thing more complex would 
be a database where students 
at the end of the semester 

can enter things in '" it's I;;"; ';:E;Kperjlerlc<::::j\[cii:i~il. 
goingtobecampus-wideand ' 
they can access it over the Ij,";~,,;".")' 
Internet. Orifthat's,not pos- .' 

).;:;'·~~;.;··'nn,;·', 

sible, come to the govern- ,:fJgx'pe:ii(!nl::!¢':] 
ment office and submit a list L:cl""'.:2.~::':';''''::'''''--'.:.2:..::...::c:..::c:~':::::'-.:.:.~2.:..:L.:~'-'--'''-'J 
and someone can organize 
that and have it published 
outside the office .... In girls' dorms with the Detex, try to get that on a limited basis, 
maybe from like 9 or 10 at night to 10 in the morning. 
What do you thillk the job descriptioll of the studellt body presidellt alld vice 
presidellt should be? 

BD: I think it's just that we should be a vehicle for students to address their 
concerns. We want to put in the time, we want to put in the effort to make sure that 
students' voices will be heard. Only because we know that we've gone through ... 
where people have said that to us and we kind of thought, "You know what, this 
really hasn't come true." 
The issues of student rights, gay rights alld havillg a studellt 011 the Board of 
Trustees have beell discussed over alld over. Which of these, if ally, do you hope 
to resolve cOllcretely? 

BD: All three of them have the common element of the students involved .... 
Basically all three need to be addressed .... Whether or not we can provide the 
solution ... and maybe by the end of the yearit's not resolved, but hopefully we can 
at least say that through the year we didn 'tjust shove it aside and look for something 
else to do. 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? 

KC: A lot sets us apart from the other candidates. One of the biggest things is that 
we'rejuniors who haven 't been involved in running for public office on this campus 
yet. ... We don't need to see ourselves on the cover of the Observer . ... It's so 
cliched, but the "common man." 

BD: You may call us naive, but we still have that fresh energy .... We basically 
feel this is our last chance and ... I always say if you want something done right do 
it yourself. 

KC: I guess ignorance is bliss. We don't know exactly what we can and can't do ... 
BD: But we do know that we feel we have good ideas, we want to work actively 

toward getting resolved and I think that's what sets us apart. 
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III two mi/Illtes, tell us what you wallt to achieve as studellt body presidellt alld 
studellt body vice presidellt. 

MC:.What we're trying to do is bring in different groups - clubs, the senate, 
HPC, SUB - and trying to get them to do joint projects with government on the 
constitutional reform committee and working 
on that we were trying to find ways to make the r--:--:--,--.,--,-,,--,-,-,--.,--,-.., 

groups work together, to make them more pow
erful and more broadly appealing to student 
government. ... Even though the money was 
split, [clubs, HPC and SUB] were not really 
working with student government to make ac
tivities happen, to advertise together. We saw 
the Campus Hook-Up as a way to do that, but I 
think there's a lot more to be done in joint 
activities. 

AC: In terms of service, we talked to Mr. Lou 
Nanni from the Center for the Homeless, and 
we talked about trying to coordinate other ef
forts to fundraise for different clubs on campus. 
... What we are working on is basically student 
benefits .... We're working on 24-hour space, 
extension of the debit card, additional workout 
facilities in terms of hours and equipment. ... 
We've been working with Career and Place
ment to put a lot of things on-line, specifically 
interview schedules. 
What do you thillk the job descriptioll of the 
studellt body presidellt alld vice presidellt 
should be? 

AC: In terms of the student body vice presi
dent and chair of the senate, r think that basi- 1';''<U~''La.;,·. 

cally your first effort is to support the president 
in any endeavors that he or she may initiate. 
More importantly, it has to be a liaison between 
all the other groups. 

MC: And for the president, because you're 
not maybe going to the senate meetings and that kind of stuff, you need to be more 
focused on what you can be doing with the administration. I think ... the annual 
Board of Trustees is huge ... More importantly, I think we need to see more 
presidential involvement with committees in the student government office .... I 
think it's great that people can just take an idea and run with it, but I think that the 
president should be present at some of those meetings, not just to be have a cabinet 
and get all of those people together. 
The issues of stude/It rights gay rights alld havillg a studellt 0/1 the Board of 
Trustees have beell discussed over alld over. Which of these, if ally, do you hope 
to resolve cOllcretely? 

MC: First off, we can definitely resolve the student trustee thing so it's not really 
an issue. I mean, it's a given, so that will be resolved immediately. I think the 
student bill of rights is also a non-issue. I'm not trying to put down the issues, but 
I think we've already said that the rights are interspersed in du Lac and our student 
body constitution .... Definitely with GLND/SMC I think one of the things we're 
finding is that it's a very divisive issue on campus, and a lot of people in the 
administration ... have the last say on what's going to happen .... I feel like we can't 
stand up with a clear conscience and say to students that we can change it. 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? 

AC: I think the fact that we've done a lot of research into the platforms and the 
type of topics we're looking into .... There's one word to describe our platform and 
that's "very feasible." , 

MC: We know we can do everything we're saying we're going to do. We've 
found a lot of support from the community and I think we almost need to start to 
integrate the community. I mean, What's wrong with bringing kids from EI Buen 
Vecino here to go to movie night at Cushing? ... We got hot chocolate and coffee 
in the Grab-n-Go after the student government committee came back to us and said 
we can't do this. '" I made a campus wide improvement and took advantage of it 
in that way. 

Michele 

Coste I lar 
F~BRUARY 5, 1998 

III two mill utes, tell us what you wallt to achieve as studellt body presidellt alld 
stu{lellt body vice presidellt. . 

TF: I think that oftentimes there is a misconception that student body preSident 
is a programming role, which it's really not. But it's ~ nice avenue to fund ~hose 
departments and those committees that are programmmg based .... I would like to 
see a greater inclusion of off-campus students .... It seems that off-campus students 
don't always have access to the same level of information the on-campus students 

do. I' h 
BM: In extension of that, Tim and I are both on HPC and we both rea Ize t at ... 

the programming aspect occurs in the dorm, not in student government ... and there 
needs to be more money towards the dorms .... Also social space ... We want to do 
something in the basement of Hesburgh. It's terrible, it's a gloomy place to be. 

TF: I think it's the right time to do that given the university'S strong. stance on 
social space .... I met with Joe Cassidy yesterday and a number of people m Stud~nt 
Activities are trying to deci~e what to do with the basement of LaFortune. They re 
thinking of turning that into a coffee shop-type atmosphere. It would be a 24-hour 
space ..... On the flip side, if you take away that study space, people still need to have 
access to group study areas at all hours of the day., . 

BM: One more point is many students look at student government. m term~ of 
whatthey did during a short period oftime in office ... with the mi~lenmum commg 
up there's a lot of possibilities and ... we want to start a ~oll~~Ulum for ~OOO for 
student needs. Fr. Malloy did this awhile back and I thmk It s a good Idea for 
students to' get an idea of where Notre Dame is going. 

TM: We'd like to open a department in student government that would be 
concerned with the millennium and what the students of Notre Dame need to excel 
in the 21st century. 
What do you thillk the job ,-,-,-:;:-:-"""'''''''',---,--:--,--':--,--,-::-::::-7:-:""-::-:'"''"'!c::'l 
descriptioll pf the studellt 
body presidellt alld vice 
presidellt should be? 

TM: I think the way the 
constitution describes it is 
best. It's come to be more of . 
an oversight function as op- , 
posed to a programming 
function. ... Campus Life . 
Council is a means of really 
effecting change in the uni-

. versity .... Presidingoverthat 
is an important function. 

BM: The office of vice 

president is basically the kl[fit:i~:ilIiQI[}s:?99\." .... ",," .;" 
same thing but it's a slash 
between the head guy at a W;lExpe:ri(~l1l~e::"'~;plr~ni'l~~I~le.fS~, '.L:,.L.~~.L":,,,~:,., 

construction site who's got;' ~ ;PI~Sfl:~'!"t]\~~,~.'}.~;Lt,~~:~:~ 
to go out there and make 
sure that people are doing " 

their job and ... that daring 1':i~~ii1~:~~:~2~N:~if(;p:;iil')3;~ij;Qi? 
innovator, that person who I'. .' . 
wants to go outthere and try , : ::' '. 'r":":":,',':',;;C;:;,,·,',":Xi<,V',':,'<· 
new things. ' ,'. .." " .' .... , , 

The issues of student rights, gay rights a/ld having a studellt on the Board of 
Trustees have beell discussed over and over, Which of these, if any, doyoullope 
to resolve concretely? 

BM: Saint Mary's did it, they got a representative on the Board of Trustees: If 
they can 40 it, we can do it .... It's vital to ens~ring that the stu?ent body has a vOice. 
in What's going on ... , He or she is the vehicle through which we can be heard. 
Through that position, other decisions c~n be ~ade... ,. 

TF: I agree because all other issues Will fall III behmd It. ... That s an Issue we 
would address in the Colloquium for 2000 ... that's something Notre Dame students 
need for the 21st century to excel. . 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? .. 

TF: We aren't a ticket that got together because it was the most p~hl1cal~y 
advantageous .... We recognize each other's strengths and Weaknesses. Frtend~hlp 
allows us to overcome a lot of the challenges people who aren't quite as close might 

face. 

FEBRUARY 5, 1998 

III two minutes, tell us what YOli wallt to achieve as stude/It body president alld 
student body vice preside lit. . 

ML: Really what we want to achieve ... is to run the student body presld~nt and 
vice president much more efficiently .... Basically as student body .presldent I 
would see myself more in a position of chairman of the board. Take the Is~ues from 
the senate and run with them, working with the senate to make sure that mstead of 
just myself going to Vice President O'Hara or myself going to President Malloy, 
it would be the 8,000 students. 

SG: In terms of the senate we'd like to not give them more power, ~ut to let ~hem 
utilize the full power that they have .... The senate needs to be bringmg new Ideas 
forward and taking them to the president's office who executes th~m. . 
What do you think the job description of the studellt body presldellt and VIce 

presidellt should be? .' . 
ML: The job description ... should be someone With past expen~nce With t?e 

senate, with the CLC, with the policy-making branches, but shoul,dn ~ b~ unfa~ll
iar with spending in other areas .... It should also be someone who s w~llmg to give 
up their time because it's a tremendous time commitment. ... Leadership as a whole 
is not leading from the front 
and giving orders. It's being 
able to sit down with some
body and just say, "Okay, you 

, have your goals, your dreams. 
Now what can we do to help 
you get there?" 

SG: The vice president needs 
to be able to relate to the senate 
and the office of student gov
ernment .... The vice president 
needs to be someone with ex
perience with both the senate 
and with the student'govern
ment office. 

ML: In the past the president 
and vice president were looked 
at as one group of people ... and 
they really do two separate 
things, and work together syn-

, ergistically. 
The issues of studellt rights, 
gay rights alld having a stu
dent 011 the Board of Trustees 
have beell discussed over alld 
over. Which of these, ifany, do 
you hope to resolve cOllcretely? . 

SG: [The student on the Board of Trustees] has been talked about much, but It 
really needs to be presented in a concrete manner. . . 

ML: I think that's important, but student rights IS a macro-thmg that affects 
every single student. And gay rights, specifically the non-discrimi?atio.n clause I 
think is something we can bring to a consensus .... Board ~fTrustees IS. an Important 
issue but it's more important from a symbolic standpomt because It would be a 
non-~oting member. It would be a source of com~uni~ation an~ we already have 
that from the CLC to the administration. Student nghts IS somethmg there has been 
movement on and I think we can ask for more. 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? 

SG: As far as vice president goes, I am the only person on c~mpus who has ~ad 
the experience of working with the senate and the student goverqment office 
concurrently as the senate-student government liaison. . 

ML: I was away last semester in London and I think that gives me a perspecl1;e. 
... I've also been involved with writing the constitution .... I've shown ~hat I ve 
been a student who's been involved in the community. I've shown that I ve been 
involved in the writing of all the nitpicky details and I've shown that I can take a 
step back. 

Marl< 
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III two millutes, tell us what YOli wallt to achieve as studellt body presidellt alld 
studellt body vice presidellt. 

KC: Basically, what we want to do is cater to average people's needs. We have 
a lot of big expectations for simple, little things around campus .... First and 
foremost there are a few safety issues on campus that ... we've both run into .... 
There's a crosswalk from the lACC to the stadium that hasn't been painted over in 
years. I know a lot of people who end up waiting in groups for 15, 20 minutes. 

BD: Along those lines, ... one of the big things in Haggar Hall is that there's no 
telephones. I know a lot of students get bothered by that. We'd also like to see 
telephones out in the parking lot, D2, D2000. 

KC: On South Quad ... right around the golf course where the putting green is, 
the sidewalk cuts off. And r-:--,.....,---:--,---,::....,.,.--,.-..,-..."...-,..",.-~,..,...,....,.--" 
it's on a curve. That's a 
heavily trafficked area .... 
There's no reason for a side
walk not to be right there. 
Another place is between ' 
Notre Dame Avenue andlu
niper and Angela. 

BD: Another one of the 
things that I'm sure, 
everyone's experienced ... 
[is] used book sales ... some
thing more complex would 
be a database where students 
at the end of the semester 

can enter things in '" it's I;;"; ';:E;Kperjlerlc<::::j\[cii:i~il. 
goingtobecampus-wideand ' 
they can access it over the Ij,";~,,;".")' 
Internet. Orifthat's,not pos- .' 

).;:;'·~~;.;··'nn,;·', 

sible, come to the govern- ,:fJgx'pe:ii(!nl::!¢':] 
ment office and submit a list L:cl""'.:2.~::':';''''::'''''--'.:.2:..::...::c:..::c:~':::::'-.:.:.~2.:..:L.:~'-'--'''-'J 
and someone can organize 
that and have it published 
outside the office .... In girls' dorms with the Detex, try to get that on a limited basis, 
maybe from like 9 or 10 at night to 10 in the morning. 
What do you thillk the job descriptioll of the studellt body presidellt alld vice 
presidellt should be? 

BD: I think it's just that we should be a vehicle for students to address their 
concerns. We want to put in the time, we want to put in the effort to make sure that 
students' voices will be heard. Only because we know that we've gone through ... 
where people have said that to us and we kind of thought, "You know what, this 
really hasn't come true." 
The issues of student rights, gay rights alld havillg a studellt 011 the Board of 
Trustees have beell discussed over alld over. Which of these, if ally, do you hope 
to resolve cOllcretely? 

BD: All three of them have the common element of the students involved .... 
Basically all three need to be addressed .... Whether or not we can provide the 
solution ... and maybe by the end of the yearit's not resolved, but hopefully we can 
at least say that through the year we didn 'tjust shove it aside and look for something 
else to do. 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? 

KC: A lot sets us apart from the other candidates. One of the biggest things is that 
we'rejuniors who haven 't been involved in running for public office on this campus 
yet. ... We don't need to see ourselves on the cover of the Observer . ... It's so 
cliched, but the "common man." 

BD: You may call us naive, but we still have that fresh energy .... We basically 
feel this is our last chance and ... I always say if you want something done right do 
it yourself. 

KC: I guess ignorance is bliss. We don't know exactly what we can and can't do ... 
BD: But we do know that we feel we have good ideas, we want to work actively 

toward getting resolved and I think that's what sets us apart. 
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III two mi/Illtes, tell us what you wallt to achieve as studellt body presidellt alld 
studellt body vice presidellt. 

MC:.What we're trying to do is bring in different groups - clubs, the senate, 
HPC, SUB - and trying to get them to do joint projects with government on the 
constitutional reform committee and working 
on that we were trying to find ways to make the r--:--:--,--.,--,-,,--,-,-,--.,--,-.., 

groups work together, to make them more pow
erful and more broadly appealing to student 
government. ... Even though the money was 
split, [clubs, HPC and SUB] were not really 
working with student government to make ac
tivities happen, to advertise together. We saw 
the Campus Hook-Up as a way to do that, but I 
think there's a lot more to be done in joint 
activities. 

AC: In terms of service, we talked to Mr. Lou 
Nanni from the Center for the Homeless, and 
we talked about trying to coordinate other ef
forts to fundraise for different clubs on campus. 
... What we are working on is basically student 
benefits .... We're working on 24-hour space, 
extension of the debit card, additional workout 
facilities in terms of hours and equipment. ... 
We've been working with Career and Place
ment to put a lot of things on-line, specifically 
interview schedules. 
What do you thillk the job descriptioll of the 
studellt body presidellt alld vice presidellt 
should be? 

AC: In terms of the student body vice presi
dent and chair of the senate, r think that basi- 1';''<U~''La.;,·. 

cally your first effort is to support the president 
in any endeavors that he or she may initiate. 
More importantly, it has to be a liaison between 
all the other groups. 

MC: And for the president, because you're 
not maybe going to the senate meetings and that kind of stuff, you need to be more 
focused on what you can be doing with the administration. I think ... the annual 
Board of Trustees is huge ... More importantly, I think we need to see more 
presidential involvement with committees in the student government office .... I 
think it's great that people can just take an idea and run with it, but I think that the 
president should be present at some of those meetings, not just to be have a cabinet 
and get all of those people together. 
The issues of stude/It rights gay rights alld havillg a studellt 0/1 the Board of 
Trustees have beell discussed over alld over. Which of these, if ally, do you hope 
to resolve cOllcretely? 

MC: First off, we can definitely resolve the student trustee thing so it's not really 
an issue. I mean, it's a given, so that will be resolved immediately. I think the 
student bill of rights is also a non-issue. I'm not trying to put down the issues, but 
I think we've already said that the rights are interspersed in du Lac and our student 
body constitution .... Definitely with GLND/SMC I think one of the things we're 
finding is that it's a very divisive issue on campus, and a lot of people in the 
administration ... have the last say on what's going to happen .... I feel like we can't 
stand up with a clear conscience and say to students that we can change it. 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? 

AC: I think the fact that we've done a lot of research into the platforms and the 
type of topics we're looking into .... There's one word to describe our platform and 
that's "very feasible." , 

MC: We know we can do everything we're saying we're going to do. We've 
found a lot of support from the community and I think we almost need to start to 
integrate the community. I mean, What's wrong with bringing kids from EI Buen 
Vecino here to go to movie night at Cushing? ... We got hot chocolate and coffee 
in the Grab-n-Go after the student government committee came back to us and said 
we can't do this. '" I made a campus wide improvement and took advantage of it 
in that way. 

Michele 

Coste I lar 
F~BRUARY 5, 1998 

III two mill utes, tell us what you wallt to achieve as studellt body presidellt alld 
stu{lellt body vice presidellt. . 

TF: I think that oftentimes there is a misconception that student body preSident 
is a programming role, which it's really not. But it's ~ nice avenue to fund ~hose 
departments and those committees that are programmmg based .... I would like to 
see a greater inclusion of off-campus students .... It seems that off-campus students 
don't always have access to the same level of information the on-campus students 

do. I' h 
BM: In extension of that, Tim and I are both on HPC and we both rea Ize t at ... 

the programming aspect occurs in the dorm, not in student government ... and there 
needs to be more money towards the dorms .... Also social space ... We want to do 
something in the basement of Hesburgh. It's terrible, it's a gloomy place to be. 

TF: I think it's the right time to do that given the university'S strong. stance on 
social space .... I met with Joe Cassidy yesterday and a number of people m Stud~nt 
Activities are trying to deci~e what to do with the basement of LaFortune. They re 
thinking of turning that into a coffee shop-type atmosphere. It would be a 24-hour 
space ..... On the flip side, if you take away that study space, people still need to have 
access to group study areas at all hours of the day., . 

BM: One more point is many students look at student government. m term~ of 
whatthey did during a short period oftime in office ... with the mi~lenmum commg 
up there's a lot of possibilities and ... we want to start a ~oll~~Ulum for ~OOO for 
student needs. Fr. Malloy did this awhile back and I thmk It s a good Idea for 
students to' get an idea of where Notre Dame is going. 

TM: We'd like to open a department in student government that would be 
concerned with the millennium and what the students of Notre Dame need to excel 
in the 21st century. 
What do you thillk the job ,-,-,-:;:-:-"""'''''''',---,--:--,--':--,--,-::-::::-7:-:""-::-:'"''"'!c::'l 
descriptioll pf the studellt 
body presidellt alld vice 
presidellt should be? 

TM: I think the way the 
constitution describes it is 
best. It's come to be more of . 
an oversight function as op- , 
posed to a programming 
function. ... Campus Life . 
Council is a means of really 
effecting change in the uni-

. versity .... Presidingoverthat 
is an important function. 

BM: The office of vice 

president is basically the kl[fit:i~:ilIiQI[}s:?99\." .... ",," .;" 
same thing but it's a slash 
between the head guy at a W;lExpe:ri(~l1l~e::"'~;plr~ni'l~~I~le.fS~, '.L:,.L.~~.L":,,,~:,., 

construction site who's got;' ~ ;PI~Sfl:~'!"t]\~~,~.'}.~;Lt,~~:~:~ 
to go out there and make 
sure that people are doing " 

their job and ... that daring 1':i~~ii1~:~~:~2~N:~if(;p:;iil')3;~ij;Qi? 
innovator, that person who I'. .' . 
wants to go outthere and try , : ::' '. 'r":":":,',':',;;C;:;,,·,',":Xi<,V',':,'<· 
new things. ' ,'. .." " .' .... , , 

The issues of student rights, gay rights a/ld having a studellt on the Board of 
Trustees have beell discussed over and over, Which of these, if any, doyoullope 
to resolve concretely? 

BM: Saint Mary's did it, they got a representative on the Board of Trustees: If 
they can 40 it, we can do it .... It's vital to ens~ring that the stu?ent body has a vOice. 
in What's going on ... , He or she is the vehicle through which we can be heard. 
Through that position, other decisions c~n be ~ade... ,. 

TF: I agree because all other issues Will fall III behmd It. ... That s an Issue we 
would address in the Colloquium for 2000 ... that's something Notre Dame students 
need for the 21st century to excel. . 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? .. 

TF: We aren't a ticket that got together because it was the most p~hl1cal~y 
advantageous .... We recognize each other's strengths and Weaknesses. Frtend~hlp 
allows us to overcome a lot of the challenges people who aren't quite as close might 

face. 

FEBRUARY 5, 1998 

III two minutes, tell us what YOli wallt to achieve as stude/It body president alld 
student body vice preside lit. . 

ML: Really what we want to achieve ... is to run the student body presld~nt and 
vice president much more efficiently .... Basically as student body .presldent I 
would see myself more in a position of chairman of the board. Take the Is~ues from 
the senate and run with them, working with the senate to make sure that mstead of 
just myself going to Vice President O'Hara or myself going to President Malloy, 
it would be the 8,000 students. 

SG: In terms of the senate we'd like to not give them more power, ~ut to let ~hem 
utilize the full power that they have .... The senate needs to be bringmg new Ideas 
forward and taking them to the president's office who executes th~m. . 
What do you think the job description of the studellt body presldellt and VIce 

presidellt should be? .' . 
ML: The job description ... should be someone With past expen~nce With t?e 

senate, with the CLC, with the policy-making branches, but shoul,dn ~ b~ unfa~ll
iar with spending in other areas .... It should also be someone who s w~llmg to give 
up their time because it's a tremendous time commitment. ... Leadership as a whole 
is not leading from the front 
and giving orders. It's being 
able to sit down with some
body and just say, "Okay, you 

, have your goals, your dreams. 
Now what can we do to help 
you get there?" 

SG: The vice president needs 
to be able to relate to the senate 
and the office of student gov
ernment .... The vice president 
needs to be someone with ex
perience with both the senate 
and with the student'govern
ment office. 

ML: In the past the president 
and vice president were looked 
at as one group of people ... and 
they really do two separate 
things, and work together syn-

, ergistically. 
The issues of studellt rights, 
gay rights alld having a stu
dent 011 the Board of Trustees 
have beell discussed over alld 
over. Which of these, ifany, do 
you hope to resolve cOllcretely? . 

SG: [The student on the Board of Trustees] has been talked about much, but It 
really needs to be presented in a concrete manner. . . 

ML: I think that's important, but student rights IS a macro-thmg that affects 
every single student. And gay rights, specifically the non-discrimi?atio.n clause I 
think is something we can bring to a consensus .... Board ~fTrustees IS. an Important 
issue but it's more important from a symbolic standpomt because It would be a 
non-~oting member. It would be a source of com~uni~ation an~ we already have 
that from the CLC to the administration. Student nghts IS somethmg there has been 
movement on and I think we can ask for more. 
What sets you apart from the other calldidates? 

SG: As far as vice president goes, I am the only person on c~mpus who has ~ad 
the experience of working with the senate and the student goverqment office 
concurrently as the senate-student government liaison. . 

ML: I was away last semester in London and I think that gives me a perspecl1;e. 
... I've also been involved with writing the constitution .... I've shown ~hat I ve 
been a student who's been involved in the community. I've shown that I ve been 
involved in the writing of all the nitpicky details and I've shown that I can take a 
step back. 
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andelario 

In two minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and 
student body vice president. 

AK: Basically we want to put students first. ... We want to work with Student 
Senate and administrators to further the processes that are going on right now, such 
as better meal plans ... incorporating a debit card system. In addition to that, we want 
to see the washers and dryers in men's dorms at some point .... We'd like to extend 
SafeRide to Thursday night as well. There's enough people going out on Thursdays 
that it would behoove us to look into that possibility .... We want to help facilitate 
and promote the efforts by the university in terms of the social space survey .... The 
university's going to start making decisions and we want to be there to get the 
student voice out .... In addition to that, we do want to go ahead and eliminate 
Campus Hook-Up. We figure we can save $15,000 on that thing .... We figure if we 
take that $15,000 out and pump it right back into HPC clubs and organizations, then 
they'll have their money to expand their advertising budgets. 

WC: We also want to explore the possibility of having an off-campus shuttle 
system .... I know a lot of people who can't afford to have a car. Also, explore the 
possibility of having cable TV in the dorms. I know it was explored a few years 
back, but that was a long time ago, but it's a new student body. More 24-hour spaces 
on campus .... We're researched, we're ready, and we really want to get the ball 
rolling on this. That's why we want to establish committee's that focus specifically 
on specific issues. If you have a committee that's focused on nothing else but that 
issue, we figure we're going to be able to get something done. 
What do you think the job description of the student body president and vice 
president should be? 

AK: In my case, president, basically we're going to oversee staff, we're going 

r::-:-""C7.,....,-:-:-:---,-,.....,..,..,.,.-:--,..,.,..",."".,,.....,,-~...,,, to select a great staff and work 
with that staff. Basically make sure 
things work smoothly .... Basi
cally this platform. We want to 
see that through. That's the entire 
job description in my sense. Do 
what you said. Follow your plat
form. 

WC: I guess in my case it's to 
assist him in making sure every
thing gets carried out. And also 
running the senate effectively. 
The issues of student rights, gay 
rights and having a student on 
the Board of Trustees have been 
discussed over and over. Which 
of these, if any, do you hope to 
resolve concretely? 

AK: I'd have to go with student 
on the Board of Trustees. We've 
talked about that before .... The 
administration has their reserva
tions about that, but I think it's 
feasible, from what we've been 
told .... On the gay rights issue, 

L.......C-"';;:;...~~~....:;;.....:;;.~.:.....;;~...::.;.;.~....;;:.::...:..;.-..::::.::u now that's really difficult. We're 
on such a conservative campus. I 

don't know if that's something that student government should take a lead role in. 
We'll be .there to facilitate and assist in whatever capacities we can on that issue. 
... And on the student rights issue, I think that we have a good amount of rights right 
now. If it isn't broken, don't fix it yet. . . 
What sets you apart from the other candidates? 

WC: I think one of the main things is experience. Combined, we've been pretty 
much everywhere. Senate, Class [Council], HPC, everything. And not only have 
we been in those, we've been the leaders in those clubs and organizations. 

AK: We can do this effectively. We're in tune with all elements of student 
government, and we're ready to roll. 
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In hvo minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and student 
body vice president. 

MT: Our number-one goal is more student involvement and a bigger student voice 
and the best way to do that, we feel, is through town hall meetings .... We could get a 
place, a couple of microphones and go out in the crowd and get ideas from people just 
sitting there. We could get feedback from everyone .... To get people to come ... we could 
have giveaways like basketball tickets, T-shirts. 

RK: Hopefully we would make them interesting enough that people would want to 
come on their own eventually. One other thing we thought of was a campus be<lutifica
tion committee. It's something different but they could change some things like getting 
an "NO" painted on the water tower. 

MT: Maybe basketball courts could fall under that category .... I know a lot of people 
play basketball and I think our facilities should be a lot better. '" Also, I think we need 
a student on the Board of Trustees .... It's in the university bylaws already. 

RK: We were also thinking of having a student advisory board set up in student 
government that students could just walk into. We would have fmaneial aid packets, 
scholarship information, there would be a question in-box where students could leave 
their phone number with what kind of classes they would like to take for their major and 
what else they need. 

MT: Another idea we had was Midnight Madness for the basketball team. This is just 
something to get people pumped up for basketball. We were thinking that at halftime 
there could be a halfcourt shot where if the student makes it, he or she could get their 
tuition free. There are plenty of al
ums who would like to put their 
name on something like that; there is 
aline just to put $10,000 on a bench. 
What do you think the job descrip
tion of the student body president 
and vice president should be? 

MT: A liaison between students 
and administrators and be a true 
representative of what the Notre 
Dame student wants. I think that's 
what most of our campaign is about 
right now. We want to get rid of the 
bureaucracy and all the arguing and 
bickering and just get things done. 

RK: The vice president obviously 
runs the Student Senate. Since Matt 
and I were talking about running, I 
was working closely with Erek in 
the senate. I think he's done a really 
great job of running the senate. Some
thing that could have been really 
stuffy and made people not want to 

come to meetings has become a """'''''-''-'''''''''-'''''''.::..::.:..c.!...''''''''-'-.:...:....:...:....2..:.'-'.:...:....:...:...'''-'-~ 
close-knit group. Even though we had problems in the beginning, we got through them 
and we're really starting to get things done. I credit a lot of that to Erek who's made it 
a light-hearted, welcoming body .... I would like to continue what he's done. 
The issues of student rights, gay rig/zts and having a student on the Board of Trustees 
have been discussed over and over. Which of these, if any, do you hope to resolve 
concretely? 

MT: Board of Trustees, definitely Board of Trustees, because we think if we resolve 
this we'll have a better avenue of attack to address the other issues of gay and lesbian 
rights and student rights overall. Because right now, if you want to get anything done, 
it's got to go through the Board. If we get a student on that, we'll have a much more 
powerful voice. 
What sets you apartfrom the other candidates? 
. MT: Weare not politicians. We never have been. As far as us deciding ~o run together, 
It was more of the type of thing where we've been working well together all year. It just 
came down and we said let's go forit. We can get things done if we win. We've got the 
experience, we've got tJ:!e credentials, but everyone's got that. What sets us apart is we're 
not politicians. We've worked well together in the past and we've proven it. 

FEBRUARY 5, 1998 

Brandon 
Willi 

In hvo minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and 
student body vice president. 

BW: The areas that we're mostly going to concentrate on would be ... related to 
the community ... race relations on campus and gender relations. We think there's 
room for a lot ofimprovement in both those areas, and this being a Catholic school 
we should be exemplary in those areas. We have a lot of ideas about campus 
improvements, and we want to improve relations with the administration. 

JR: We had a lot of great ideas in terms of campus improvements. This past 
semester I've been working on the campus shuttle ... I was on the residence 
committee this past semester and we worked a lot with dining hall improvements. 

BW: We just got a new constitution this year and ... if we really try hard, and use 
the office and define the office the way we want to, then we can really give students 
... a bigger voice in this university .... I'm the chairman of the CLC diversity 
committee and ... I think that race relations on this campus, or at least the 
atmosphere here, is just not what it should be .... The administration will listen to 
us. They're not out to get us, and they will listen to us if we ... make them listen to 
us .... Notre Dame has an amazing service tradition, and it's great howrnany people 
are involved in service on this campus. But we want to enhance that more. 
What do you think the job de
scription of the student body 
president and vice president 
should be? 

BW: Student body president, 
first and foremost, is the lead
ing representative of the stu
dent body. You represent the 
student body to the administra
tion, to South Bend and even to 
the nation, in a sense .... I could 
care less about the name "presi
dent." Obviously I would have 
gotten into this sooner if that 
was the big issue. The point is 
that being student body presi
dent affords you the chance to 
give something back to this uni
versity and to the students. 

JR: The president and the 
vice president serve together as 
a team, and underneath them ... 
there's this hierarchy of a sys
tem of leadership, in the sense 
that everybody-'s working to
gether to make things happen 
....::. to bring together people. 
The issues of student rights, gay rights and having a student on the Board of 
Trustees have been discussed over and over. Which of these, if any, do you hope 
to resolve concretely? 

BW: Definitely student rights ... especially with disciplinary procedures ... , I 
think that students really need some rights there. Also, a comprehensive bill of 
student rights in terms of rights in a classroom ... to retain the great education you 

get at Notre Dame. 
JR: Also, student rights in terms of a student on the Board of Trustees. 
BW: As far as gay rights go, I don't know if it's possible to resolve that, just 

realistically ... I think the Spirit of Inclusion is a very positive step .... This is a 
Catholic university and I don't think a lot of students are familiar with the Catholic 
doctrine ... , I think the Catholic doctrine on that should be articulated freshman 
year, during orientation. 
What sets YOlt apart from tile other candidates? . 

BW: We want to be president and VP,obviously, that's why we're running. We 
ran because we think that the ideas that we have are important and it's a chance to 
make those ideas happen and to give something back to ... this university. 
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In two minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and 
student body vice president. 

AK: Basically we want to put students first. ... We want to work with Student 
Senate and administrators to further the processes that are going on right now, such 
as better meal plans ... incorporating a debit card system. In addition to that, we want 
to see the washers and dryers in men's dorms at some point .... We'd like to extend 
SafeRide to Thursday night as well. There's enough people going out on Thursdays 
that it would behoove us to look into that possibility .... We want to help facilitate 
and promote the efforts by the university in terms of the social space survey .... The 
university's going to start making decisions and we want to be there to get the 
student voice out .... In addition to that, we do want to go ahead and eliminate 
Campus Hook-Up. We figure we can save $15,000 on that thing .... We figure if we 
take that $15,000 out and pump it right back into HPC clubs and organizations, then 
they'll have their money to expand their advertising budgets. 

WC: We also want to explore the possibility of having an off-campus shuttle 
system .... I know a lot of people who can't afford to have a car. Also, explore the 
possibility of having cable TV in the dorms. I know it was explored a few years 
back, but that was a long time ago, but it's a new student body. More 24-hour spaces 
on campus .... We're researched, we're ready, and we really want to get the ball 
rolling on this. That's why we want to establish committee's that focus specifically 
on specific issues. If you have a committee that's focused on nothing else but that 
issue, we figure we're going to be able to get something done. 
What do you think the job description of the student body president and vice 
president should be? 

AK: In my case, president, basically we're going to oversee staff, we're going 

r::-:-""C7.,....,-:-:-:---,-,.....,..,..,.,.-:--,..,.,..",."".,,.....,,-~...,,, to select a great staff and work 
with that staff. Basically make sure 
things work smoothly .... Basi
cally this platform. We want to 
see that through. That's the entire 
job description in my sense. Do 
what you said. Follow your plat
form. 

WC: I guess in my case it's to 
assist him in making sure every
thing gets carried out. And also 
running the senate effectively. 
The issues of student rights, gay 
rights and having a student on 
the Board of Trustees have been 
discussed over and over. Which 
of these, if any, do you hope to 
resolve concretely? 

AK: I'd have to go with student 
on the Board of Trustees. We've 
talked about that before .... The 
administration has their reserva
tions about that, but I think it's 
feasible, from what we've been 
told .... On the gay rights issue, 

L.......C-"';;:;...~~~....:;;.....:;;.~.:.....;;~...::.;.;.~....;;:.::...:..;.-..::::.::u now that's really difficult. We're 
on such a conservative campus. I 

don't know if that's something that student government should take a lead role in. 
We'll be .there to facilitate and assist in whatever capacities we can on that issue. 
... And on the student rights issue, I think that we have a good amount of rights right 
now. If it isn't broken, don't fix it yet. . . 
What sets you apart from the other candidates? 

WC: I think one of the main things is experience. Combined, we've been pretty 
much everywhere. Senate, Class [Council], HPC, everything. And not only have 
we been in those, we've been the leaders in those clubs and organizations. 

AK: We can do this effectively. We're in tune with all elements of student 
government, and we're ready to roll. 
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In hvo minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and student 
body vice president. 

MT: Our number-one goal is more student involvement and a bigger student voice 
and the best way to do that, we feel, is through town hall meetings .... We could get a 
place, a couple of microphones and go out in the crowd and get ideas from people just 
sitting there. We could get feedback from everyone .... To get people to come ... we could 
have giveaways like basketball tickets, T-shirts. 

RK: Hopefully we would make them interesting enough that people would want to 
come on their own eventually. One other thing we thought of was a campus be<lutifica
tion committee. It's something different but they could change some things like getting 
an "NO" painted on the water tower. 

MT: Maybe basketball courts could fall under that category .... I know a lot of people 
play basketball and I think our facilities should be a lot better. '" Also, I think we need 
a student on the Board of Trustees .... It's in the university bylaws already. 

RK: We were also thinking of having a student advisory board set up in student 
government that students could just walk into. We would have fmaneial aid packets, 
scholarship information, there would be a question in-box where students could leave 
their phone number with what kind of classes they would like to take for their major and 
what else they need. 

MT: Another idea we had was Midnight Madness for the basketball team. This is just 
something to get people pumped up for basketball. We were thinking that at halftime 
there could be a halfcourt shot where if the student makes it, he or she could get their 
tuition free. There are plenty of al
ums who would like to put their 
name on something like that; there is 
aline just to put $10,000 on a bench. 
What do you think the job descrip
tion of the student body president 
and vice president should be? 

MT: A liaison between students 
and administrators and be a true 
representative of what the Notre 
Dame student wants. I think that's 
what most of our campaign is about 
right now. We want to get rid of the 
bureaucracy and all the arguing and 
bickering and just get things done. 

RK: The vice president obviously 
runs the Student Senate. Since Matt 
and I were talking about running, I 
was working closely with Erek in 
the senate. I think he's done a really 
great job of running the senate. Some
thing that could have been really 
stuffy and made people not want to 

come to meetings has become a """'''''-''-'''''''''-'''''''.::..::.:..c.!...''''''''-'-.:...:....:...:....2..:.'-'.:...:....:...:...'''-'-~ 
close-knit group. Even though we had problems in the beginning, we got through them 
and we're really starting to get things done. I credit a lot of that to Erek who's made it 
a light-hearted, welcoming body .... I would like to continue what he's done. 
The issues of student rights, gay rig/zts and having a student on the Board of Trustees 
have been discussed over and over. Which of these, if any, do you hope to resolve 
concretely? 

MT: Board of Trustees, definitely Board of Trustees, because we think if we resolve 
this we'll have a better avenue of attack to address the other issues of gay and lesbian 
rights and student rights overall. Because right now, if you want to get anything done, 
it's got to go through the Board. If we get a student on that, we'll have a much more 
powerful voice. 
What sets you apartfrom the other candidates? 
. MT: Weare not politicians. We never have been. As far as us deciding ~o run together, 
It was more of the type of thing where we've been working well together all year. It just 
came down and we said let's go forit. We can get things done if we win. We've got the 
experience, we've got tJ:!e credentials, but everyone's got that. What sets us apart is we're 
not politicians. We've worked well together in the past and we've proven it. 

FEBRUARY 5, 1998 

Brandon 
Willi 

In hvo minutes, tell us what you want to achieve as student body president and 
student body vice president. 

BW: The areas that we're mostly going to concentrate on would be ... related to 
the community ... race relations on campus and gender relations. We think there's 
room for a lot ofimprovement in both those areas, and this being a Catholic school 
we should be exemplary in those areas. We have a lot of ideas about campus 
improvements, and we want to improve relations with the administration. 

JR: We had a lot of great ideas in terms of campus improvements. This past 
semester I've been working on the campus shuttle ... I was on the residence 
committee this past semester and we worked a lot with dining hall improvements. 

BW: We just got a new constitution this year and ... if we really try hard, and use 
the office and define the office the way we want to, then we can really give students 
... a bigger voice in this university .... I'm the chairman of the CLC diversity 
committee and ... I think that race relations on this campus, or at least the 
atmosphere here, is just not what it should be .... The administration will listen to 
us. They're not out to get us, and they will listen to us if we ... make them listen to 
us .... Notre Dame has an amazing service tradition, and it's great howrnany people 
are involved in service on this campus. But we want to enhance that more. 
What do you think the job de
scription of the student body 
president and vice president 
should be? 

BW: Student body president, 
first and foremost, is the lead
ing representative of the stu
dent body. You represent the 
student body to the administra
tion, to South Bend and even to 
the nation, in a sense .... I could 
care less about the name "presi
dent." Obviously I would have 
gotten into this sooner if that 
was the big issue. The point is 
that being student body presi
dent affords you the chance to 
give something back to this uni
versity and to the students. 

JR: The president and the 
vice president serve together as 
a team, and underneath them ... 
there's this hierarchy of a sys
tem of leadership, in the sense 
that everybody-'s working to
gether to make things happen 
....::. to bring together people. 
The issues of student rights, gay rights and having a student on the Board of 
Trustees have been discussed over and over. Which of these, if any, do you hope 
to resolve concretely? 

BW: Definitely student rights ... especially with disciplinary procedures ... , I 
think that students really need some rights there. Also, a comprehensive bill of 
student rights in terms of rights in a classroom ... to retain the great education you 

get at Notre Dame. 
JR: Also, student rights in terms of a student on the Board of Trustees. 
BW: As far as gay rights go, I don't know if it's possible to resolve that, just 

realistically ... I think the Spirit of Inclusion is a very positive step .... This is a 
Catholic university and I don't think a lot of students are familiar with the Catholic 
doctrine ... , I think the Catholic doctrine on that should be articulated freshman 
year, during orientation. 
What sets YOlt apart from tile other candidates? . 

BW: We want to be president and VP,obviously, that's why we're running. We 
ran because we think that the ideas that we have are important and it's a chance to 
make those ideas happen and to give something back to ... this university. 
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Commentary 

Beliefs that Griffin would be forgotten were wrong 
- history will have a place for Griffin 

AEmost a year ago, the students of 
Notre Dame elected Matt Griffin 

dErek Nass to fearlessly lead 
them into 1998. Griffm and Nass won 
the election with promises to "get stuff 
done" while at the same time maintain-
ing a non-confrontational relationship 
with the administration. At the time, 
many students doubted that the duo with the 
vague promises and the "fun and games" 
attitude would be able to leave a lasting 
mark on student government. 

Unfortunately, those doubters underesti
mated the impact the Griffin administration 
would have on this year's candidates for 
student body president and vice president. 
Although thankfully several tickets prom
ise to eliminate the abominable waste of 
paper and ink that is the Campus Hook-Up, 
other results of the Griffin presidency 
threaten to stick around like the dried beer 
on the bottom of Matt's shoes. 

Griffin and N ass left a legacy of incompe~ 
tence that apparently has convinced this 
year's few worthy candidates that they can 
conquer the world, and has given the many 
unworthy candidates the impression that 
even they can do better than the ineffectual 

remember that ultimately, Kirk and 0 'Hara 
answer to their superiors in the administra
tion, not the students. The odds are good 
that Brandon would be a better president 
than Matt, but that doesn't mean he could 
teach the world to sing in perfect harmony. 
That only happens in Coke commercials. 

Costello, another candidate for president, 
mixes Williams' starry-eyed idealism with 
a healthy dose of arrogance. Although that 
may make her a fine successor to Mr. Kirk 
someday, it does not make her presidential 
material. She maintains that the lack of a 
student member on the Board of Trustees is 
anon-issue, because the administration will 
be happy to install one at our earliest conve-. 
nience. How nice that we have Michele to 
tell us how easy the job of president will be! 
If her ability to run student government is 
half as strong as her unwavering belief in 

The results of the Griffin presidency 
threaten to stick around like the dried 

beer on the bottom of Matt's shoes. 
Ma~t and Erek. 

Brandon Williams and Julie Reising have 
admirable goals, the most noble of which is 
improving race and gender relations. But 
their naivete shines through when Williams 
says things like, "Patty O'Hara and Bill 
Kirk are so stigmatized ... but they're really 
there to help the students." Now, the last 
thing anyone wants to do is offend the 
esteemed office of Student Affairs, but 
Williams and Reising would do well to 
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her own ability, maybe she will be a decent 
president after all. 

Exaggerated as jt may be, at least 
Costello's confidence has some tenuous 
basis in fact. She has been a loyal student 
government minion for almost three years 
now - unlike Kevin Corrigan and Brian 
Doherty. They possess a certain frat-boy 
charm, but aside from being card-carrying 
members of the National Honor Society, 
they have an appalling lack of experience. 

by Jake Mooney 

Students are supposed to forget about their 
nonexistent credentials, though, because 
after all, they're just guys like us. Hey, they 
played interhall lacrosse, right? Doherty 
also informs us that he is "frequently relied 
upon to carry out tasks for both friends and 
my dorm." Sounds like a finance major's 
Resume-Expert way of saying he's the one 
who goes on beer runs. Not that th~re's 
anything wrong with that, but it doesn't 
quite qualify him to run the Student Senate. 

In his interview with Scholastic , Corrigan 
said, "I guess ignorance is bliss." If this is 
true, Wally Poirier and Greg" Smitty" Smith 
must be ecstatic. Even the limited experi
ence this sophomore and freshman do have 
seems to have yielded questionable results. 
Poirier points out that as a resident of Zahm 
Hall, he has served as both the dorm's 
publicity commissioner and its representa
tive on the Gender Relations Committee. 
Given all of the wonderful publicity Zahm 
receives, and the dorm's fine reputation for 
gender relations, it's no wonder Poirier has 
decided to "look for a new job. What could 
have made this pair think they were quali
fied to lead the student body? Either the 
closing of Bridget's has thrown their young 
universe into chaos; or they just felt' like 
anything would be an improvement over the 
last year's bungling. 

In another week, the Notre Dame students 
will have elected anew president. Classes 
will continue, the administrative offices will 
remain open, and student government will 
continue to accomplish as much as it ever 
has. But thanks to ,Matt Griffin, one thing 
will be different: the new president and vice 
president will have a significantly lower 
standard to live up to. 0 
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Tired of student government scandals? Scholastic found out whom voters 
would choose as their ideal leader 

The Perfect Candidate 

BY MARTY DICKINSON 

Griping about government is common on the Notre Dame 
campus. Whether poring over an article about the latest 
in the Clinton sex scandal or discussing issues a little 

closer to home with the threatened recall of Student Body President 
Matt Griffin, conversation often turns to dissatisfaction with politi
cal figures. Most students have complained that the administration 
won't let the officers do anything, or that the campaign promises are 
never followed through. Who would be the ideal choice to lead the 
student body? Scholastic decided to find out who students would 
choose to lead Notre Dame in the next academic year. 

One issue that students have repeatedly discussed is coed dorms. 
The Campus Life Council had in recent ¥ears recommended coed 
dorms on a trial basis, but Professor Patricia 0 'Hara, vice president 
for Student Affairs, rejected that proposal. Junior Diane Sabol 
thinks that Pat from Saturday Night Live would be effective in 
winning over the administration in this apparently hopeless 
struggle. "They wouldn't know what to do with her," Sabol says. 
"Where would the housing office put Pat?" Sabol also questions 
how hall staff would know if Pat broke parietals or whether hel 
she would get a D6 parking sticker. "Clearly, if Pat were student 
body president, coed dorms would be the only answer," Sabol 

says. . 
Other students think we need a president who wouldn't be afraid 

to ·stand up to the administration. For Junior Mike Martin, the 
answer is simple: Judge Judy. "I don't think Judge Judy would 
have any problems d~aling with Patty O'Hara," Martin says. "The 
way she puts the defend!iI),ts in her courtroom in their place is 
impressive." According to Martin, she could keep her bailiff Burt 
around as her vice president, armed and ready to avert a potentially 
nasty skirmish if Student Affairs administrators became surly. 

Some students aren't concerned with the issues involved in the 
presidency at all. Instead, they are concerned with reestablishing 
the honor of the office by choosing truly dignified candidates. 

FEBRUARY 5/ 1998 

Junior Brad Fitzgerald, for one, thinks that George Costanza from 
Seinfeld would make an excellent president. "He could drive 
around the parking lot with a bullhorn outside Father Malloy's 
office like he did with the Yankees,trying to get himself im
peached." 

In keeping with the idea of distinguished candidates, freshman 
Eric Saul thinks Adam Sandler would be an ideal president. 
"Everybody on campus seems to like him because he is so funny," 
Saul says. "People would definitely listen to every word he said." 

Others prefer a candidate who is in better shape. Senior Courtney 
Fleming likes the idea of Richard Simmons "sweatin' to the oldies" 
with the administration. "Deal-A-Meal would be a great addition 
to the dining halls," Fleming says. "Maybe then we wouldn't even 
notice that there isn't any edible food there in the first place." 

Some would like a more musically inclined president. Sopho
more Greer Vespa casts her vote for The Artist Formerly Known As 
Prince. "He could reform the social dance movement on campus," 
she says. "Plus, '1999' seems like it would be a good year for him." 

Junior J amiko Rose wishes that Bob Marley were still alive so he 
could run for president. "He was just about relaxing, having fun and 
everybody getting along," Rose says. Of course, few people would 
be able to understand him, but that hasn't stopped anyone else from 
running in the past. 

Of course, there are those who want to elect students already on 
campus as representatives. Dillon freshman Tonio Buonassisi 
suggests the Gipper as an ideal choice. "Estimating the number of 
friends in high places he's accumulated over the years with his 

. column, I'd say he has a formidable electoral platform and a decent 
shot at the prize," he says. "If all else fails, he can follow in the 
footsteps of Eddie Murphy in the film The Distinguished Gentle
men and sell his nom.de plume." 

No matter whom people consider the ideal choice for the next 
student body president, one thing appears certain. Notre Dame 
students trust their favorite television stars more than their current 
campus leaders. . 0 
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Commentary 

Beliefs that Griffin would be forgotten were wrong 
- history will have a place for Griffin 

AEmost a year ago, the students of 
Notre Dame elected Matt Griffin 

dErek Nass to fearlessly lead 
them into 1998. Griffm and Nass won 
the election with promises to "get stuff 
done" while at the same time maintain-
ing a non-confrontational relationship 
with the administration. At the time, 
many students doubted that the duo with the 
vague promises and the "fun and games" 
attitude would be able to leave a lasting 
mark on student government. 

Unfortunately, those doubters underesti
mated the impact the Griffin administration 
would have on this year's candidates for 
student body president and vice president. 
Although thankfully several tickets prom
ise to eliminate the abominable waste of 
paper and ink that is the Campus Hook-Up, 
other results of the Griffin presidency 
threaten to stick around like the dried beer 
on the bottom of Matt's shoes. 

Griffin and N ass left a legacy of incompe~ 
tence that apparently has convinced this 
year's few worthy candidates that they can 
conquer the world, and has given the many 
unworthy candidates the impression that 
even they can do better than the ineffectual 

remember that ultimately, Kirk and 0 'Hara 
answer to their superiors in the administra
tion, not the students. The odds are good 
that Brandon would be a better president 
than Matt, but that doesn't mean he could 
teach the world to sing in perfect harmony. 
That only happens in Coke commercials. 

Costello, another candidate for president, 
mixes Williams' starry-eyed idealism with 
a healthy dose of arrogance. Although that 
may make her a fine successor to Mr. Kirk 
someday, it does not make her presidential 
material. She maintains that the lack of a 
student member on the Board of Trustees is 
anon-issue, because the administration will 
be happy to install one at our earliest conve-. 
nience. How nice that we have Michele to 
tell us how easy the job of president will be! 
If her ability to run student government is 
half as strong as her unwavering belief in 

The results of the Griffin presidency 
threaten to stick around like the dried 

beer on the bottom of Matt's shoes. 
Ma~t and Erek. 

Brandon Williams and Julie Reising have 
admirable goals, the most noble of which is 
improving race and gender relations. But 
their naivete shines through when Williams 
says things like, "Patty O'Hara and Bill 
Kirk are so stigmatized ... but they're really 
there to help the students." Now, the last 
thing anyone wants to do is offend the 
esteemed office of Student Affairs, but 
Williams and Reising would do well to 
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her own ability, maybe she will be a decent 
president after all. 

Exaggerated as jt may be, at least 
Costello's confidence has some tenuous 
basis in fact. She has been a loyal student 
government minion for almost three years 
now - unlike Kevin Corrigan and Brian 
Doherty. They possess a certain frat-boy 
charm, but aside from being card-carrying 
members of the National Honor Society, 
they have an appalling lack of experience. 

by Jake Mooney 

Students are supposed to forget about their 
nonexistent credentials, though, because 
after all, they're just guys like us. Hey, they 
played interhall lacrosse, right? Doherty 
also informs us that he is "frequently relied 
upon to carry out tasks for both friends and 
my dorm." Sounds like a finance major's 
Resume-Expert way of saying he's the one 
who goes on beer runs. Not that th~re's 
anything wrong with that, but it doesn't 
quite qualify him to run the Student Senate. 

In his interview with Scholastic , Corrigan 
said, "I guess ignorance is bliss." If this is 
true, Wally Poirier and Greg" Smitty" Smith 
must be ecstatic. Even the limited experi
ence this sophomore and freshman do have 
seems to have yielded questionable results. 
Poirier points out that as a resident of Zahm 
Hall, he has served as both the dorm's 
publicity commissioner and its representa
tive on the Gender Relations Committee. 
Given all of the wonderful publicity Zahm 
receives, and the dorm's fine reputation for 
gender relations, it's no wonder Poirier has 
decided to "look for a new job. What could 
have made this pair think they were quali
fied to lead the student body? Either the 
closing of Bridget's has thrown their young 
universe into chaos; or they just felt' like 
anything would be an improvement over the 
last year's bungling. 

In another week, the Notre Dame students 
will have elected anew president. Classes 
will continue, the administrative offices will 
remain open, and student government will 
continue to accomplish as much as it ever 
has. But thanks to ,Matt Griffin, one thing 
will be different: the new president and vice 
president will have a significantly lower 
standard to live up to. 0 
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BY KATIE WILD 

Take a glance around campus. You might see students 
s.tudying or reading for a class. But when was the last 
tIme you saw your roommate or someone down the hall 

reading a book simply for the joy of reading? Chances are it was 
long ago. , 

The 31st annual Sophomore Literary Festival may lead .some 
busy students to pick up a novel, especially since this year's.edition 
will feature an experiment. For the fIrst time, the director of a major 
fIlm, Doug Liman of Swi1~gers, will speak, adding anew dimension 
to an event long dominated by print authors. 

The organizers feel that this is an important segment of the 
literary popUlation that has long been excluded. "Theater is an 
important part of this festival," SLF Chairperson Jocelyn Szcze
paniak-Gillece says. "Film is an ·often neglected literary medium 
that should be included." Szczepaniak-Gillece hopes that by incor
porating this component, the Sophomore Literary Festival will be 
updated. 

English professor Paul Rathburn agrees that the festiv.al may 
appeal more to the masses by being more inclusive. ·"Open it up, by 
all means -let in some fresh air," Rathburn says. "It's a tiny -
perhaps even timid step -. but it's in the right direction." 

Theater professor Jm Godmilow does not share Rathburn's 
enthusiasm, however. "There are so many prose writers and poets 
around thatND students don't know and should meet," she says. "I 
think an SLF without a film person is fine." 

Despite Liman's billing as a long-anticipated addition to the 
festival, some committee members are wary about his addition to 
the program. SLF committee member Jen Johnson has reserva
tions. "Hollywood always seems to corrupt and make more shal
low," she says. "So for me he will have to prove that he belongs at 
a literary festival." 

Other members of the committee are ready for quite a show. "His 
movie Swingers was so creative," committee member Renee Daniels 
says. "Hearing him speak will be fascinating." 

This is not the first time that a theatrical exhibition has made its 
way into the SLF. Two years ago, under the direction of then-SLF 
chairperson Andria Wisler, who is currently SUB's board manager, 
the Nuyorican Poets performed atthe festival. "They were typically 
known as slam poets of the spoken word rather than the written 
word," Wisler says. 

But Wisler does not believe that the addition of Liman to the 
festival indicates any moving trend toward performance-oriented 
art rather than print forms. "Each sophomore class has its own 
distinctive personality and leaves a trademark for the future," she 
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says. Wisler sees this as :an ideal opportunity to appeal to:a broader 
audience. "It is important to celebrate all forms of literature," 
Wisler says. 

Even if.the last time you read a book for pleasure was ·during the 
Bush administration, seeing a lecture w,Quld be worth the trip. 
"Putting this together was a I..ot ..of work," Szczepaniak-aillece 
says. "Bul it's 'so exciting and thrilling. Every :second will he 
worth it." 0 

The Sophomore Literary Festival .runslrom Febr:uary 14-19.. 
'All readings w.ill be .at 8 p.m. in Washb~gton Hall. There.is no 
.chargeforadmission. 

FEBRUARY 5, 1998 

c 

From short stodes to. poetry to fHmwriting, 
thIs year's Slf Hne up has something for everyone 

Hempel is a contributing editor to Vanity Fair. and she 
appears.regulady in The New York Tfmes BookReview and 
The Los Angeles Times Book Review. She has been recog

nized as one of America's leading writers of short fiction and her 
work has appeared in various anthologies and collections of short 
stories. Her popularity has increased as a speaker as she has 
appeared at colleges and universities across the country. Hempel 
lives in New York City. 

As a columnist and· short story writer, Hempel will increase 
awareness ~f periodical writing. Her newest collection of stories. 
At The Gates o/The Animal Kingdom, discusses everydayprob
lems, such as traffic accidents and disease, and examines them in 
an unsympathetic manner. • FEBRUARY 14 

l iman is the first director of a major 
film to speak at the Sophomore Lit
erary Festival. While at Brown Uni

versity, he founded their student-run cable 
station, BTV, and acted as its first station 
manager. He currently heads the Trustee 

Board of the National Association of College Broadcasters, which 
he established. He lives in New York City. 

As a lecturer, he is known to speak of the expandingindependent 
film movement. He anticipates that independent film, in which 
low- budget films can make money, will become the new symbol 
ofmovh; making. • FEBRUARY 15 
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(
larke is a writer and poet. His most famous works include 
Wylah Falls an.d Lush Dreams, Blue Exile: Fugitive Poems, 
as well as two anthologies. In 1991 he won the Archibald 

Lampman Award for Poetry. Stage versions of Wylah Falls have 
been performed. Clarke is an assistant professor of English and 
Canadian Studies at Duke University. 

Clarke's unique style attracted SLF committee member Jen 
Johnson to him. "Clarke writes a lot on nature in a peaceful sense," 
Johnson says. He is one of two poets who will be speaking at this 
year's festival. • FEBRUARY 16 

The other' 
poet ap
pearing 

this year, Camp
bell McGrath, 
has written three 
books of poetry: 
Capitalism, 
American Noise 
and Spring 
Comes to Chi
cago. His poems 
have appeared in 
anthologies and 
major magazines 
such as The 
New Yorker and 
Harper's, and 
he has received 

g~~~;~t l,(~ 
Graduate Uni-
versity, along with others. The Miami Herald commented on his 
latest book, Spring Comes to Chicago: "There is hope for poetry in 
this country, in this century, when poems as intellectually provoca
tive as these are brave enough to take an occasional detour through 
the heart." Of late, McGrath has been teaching in the Creative 
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Writing Program at Florida International University. He lives in 
Miami Beach with his family. 

The committee eagerly awaits McGrath's appearance. "Poetry is 
a great passion of mine," SLF committee member Michela Costello 
says. "It will be a truly great experience to speak with this poet and 
hear how he first became interested in the field and then began to 
write his unique verse." • FEBRUARY 18 
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Sometimes referred to as "one of the greatest living American 
short story writers," Harlan Ellison has written or edited 72 
books, 1,700 stories, essays, articles and newspaper col

umns, 24 teleplays and 12 motion pictures. He is a fantasist whose 
stories have earned acclaim in all circles. His most famous works 
include The Glass Teat and The Other Glass Teat, as well as Spider 
Kiss. He has won numerous awards for his work and his books sell 
millions of copies around the world. Currently, Ellison is working 
as conceptual consultant for the popular syndicated series, Babylon 
5. He and his wife, Susan, live in Los Angeles. 

Ellison, although very well known, only recently carne to the 
attention of some committee members. "I found out about him 
through Jocelyn [Szczepaniak-Gillece]," says Johnson. "He writes 
amazing short stories. They're eerie, yet thought-provoking. His 
stories take a subject and look at it from angles which I hadn't even 
known existed." • FEBRUARY 19 

-. compiled by Katie Wild 
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R. Thomas Coyne graduated last year from Notre Dame and is 
now in his first year of Notre Dame's M.A. program in creative 
writing/fiction. Originally from Media, Pa., Coyne has written 
numerous poems and prose that have been published in various 
campus publications as well as The Indianapolis Star. He mainly 
enjoys writing short fiction. 

Dave Griffith is a senior English major from Decatur, Ill. His 
original motivation to write fiction emerged from his disillusion
ment with the world of journalism. Griffith plans on continuing his 
writing at the graduate level. His literary influences include Flannery 
O'Connor and Tennessee Williams. 

Mary Margaret Nussbaum is a freshman from Colorado Springs, 
Colo. Her creative passions are indicative of her daydrearriing. Both 
emerge in Nussbaum's works. Nussbaum plans to major in PLS and 
considers becoming a novelist or an attorney after graduation. 

jenny Shank is a senior English/psychology major from Denver, 
Colo. The fact that she began spelling her name with a lower-case 
j 12 years ago suggests her unique style and creativity. It is not 
surprising that Shank's favorite poet is e.e.cummings. She has 
writt~n numerous articles and reviews fC?r Colorado magazines 
and IS currently starting her own magazine entitled Young 
Spinster. 

~athan Moore, a sophomore English major originally from 
Plainfield, N.J., began writing poetry in high school with the original 
intent to impress girls. Since then, Moore has become more aware 
of the more romantic and socially conscious art forms .. He looks 
toward Edgar Allen Poe and Wislawa Szymborska for influence. 

Karen U~lmeyer is a junior English/gender studies major from 
LaurencevIlle, Ga. She is a feminist and a poet who takes pride in 
her southern roots. Uhlmeyer is currently studying abroad in the 
Caribbean, gaining more wisdom to incorporate into her poems. 

-student reader biographies courtesy of SUB. 
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Tipp ·the Gipp 

Welcome back, campers! The Gipp 
hopes you had a great holiday 
because the Gipp is still recover

ing from his greatest Groundhog Day in years. 
All is not right in the world, however, and 

the Gipp is here to help you all through these 
troubling times. Bars have been busted, the 
men's basketball team is a solid NIT pick 
and the letters on the Wheel of Fortune light 
up at a touch so Vanna White doesn't have 
to do squat. Is nothing sacred anymore? 
Perhaps the Gipp' s illiberality is the world's 
last chance, but let's hope not! 

Say Goodbye to Bridget's 
The Gipp was disappointed at reports 

indicating that Notre Dame had no involve
ment with last Friday's raid of Bridget's
after all, what do our favorite administrators 
do all day if they aren't plotting the down
fall of students? But the Gipp's faith in 
bureaucratic evildoing was reaffirmed by a 
tip that Notre Dame has previously ex
pressed interest in buying the property on 
which Bridget's was located, as reported by 
a former Bridget's manager. Even more 
troubling: the manager confirms it has offi
cially been shut down for good and that the 
property has been put on the market by 
Bridget's owners. Notre Dame has already 
purchased the land adjacent to the Bridget's 
lot. Now it would appear there are no ob
stacles to the takeover of the bar property by 
the university. 

The Gipp believes Bill Kirk, who says 
Notre Dame had nothing to do with the raid. 
But it sure seems convenient. 
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And You Are? 
If it can happen to Bob Dole and Deion 

Sanders in those Visa commercials ... Hypo
thetically speaking, if you're trying to use a 
computer at one of the clusters and you 
didn't bring your student ID but expect the 
lab' assist~nt to let you use one anyway 
because your name is Pat Garrity and every
one who breathes on this campus knows 
who you are, don't try it. Apparently this 
recently happened to our unlucky franchise 
player, and he wasn't even going to look up 
porno on the Net. Is this just another sign 
that some lab assistants need to get out 
more, or perhaps a basketball player has 
never been seen in a computer lab? The 
Gipp doesn't know, you make the call. 

More Bar Busts 
Speaking of Pat Garrity, the Gipp won

ders what the jock world has to say about the 
recent extracurricular events at Finnigan's. 
Take the other weekend, when Mr. Garrity 
and a throng of Irish football players wit
nessed a bust that had all the guys stupefied. 

No, the Gipp isn't speaking voyeuristically 
here, he's referring to a Michigan player 
who busted one Dorner in the eye and sparked 
a ruckus of the strangest variety. A heckler 
decided to address aDomerwho was merely . 
doing his thing. The heckler wanted to "take 
it outside," but as soon as the two exited the 
men's room the heckler slipped into the 
crowd. He returned with Mike Rosenthal 
and the aforementioned UM player, both 
large, armed and dangerous. Rosenthal 
sued for peace, but the rowdy Wolverine 

reached over him and slugged the Domer 
in the face. 

A similar incident broke out last Thurs
day. One Irish football player got in a scuffle 
with a fellow patron, and the Finnigan's 
bouncers proceeded to beat him senseless, 
throw him into a window and then throw 
him out, luckily within walking distance of 
a hospital. 

Indeed, hard times are these for under
classmen seeking safe havens accepting the 
most illegitimate of identification. Keep 
strong, freshmen, there's still hope if only 
you keep crs in your prayers! 

Barnyard Bust 
And then the Gipp tipper said, "Please use 

the following words in a sentence: dorm 
room, Zahm and sheep." Excuse the Gipp 
while he wipes the drivel from his pen. He 
needs to cherish the thought for a moment; 
it's the opportunity of a lifetime. 

It's a twisted story. Near the end of last 
semester, two Zahm roommates were cruis
ing down Douglas and decided to heist a 
sheep from a townie's small flock. They 
brought the creature back to Zahrn, herded 
it into the elevator and brought it within 
inches of doom. Luckily, the two were caught 
before they could bring it into their room 
and begin its training, so to speak. 

The Gipp doesn't know what was going 
through their heads at the time, but he doesn't 
really care. He doesn't want to jump to any 
conclusions, but the Gipp advises Zahm's 
rector to cancel his hall's annual trip to the 
South Bend petting zoo. 

Protest Protest 
Abortion is one volatile issue, but Gipp 

must comment on one of the chants heard at 
last week's Right to Life march in Washing
ton D.C. Notre Dame was well represented, 
numerically speaking, but was it really ap
propriate to use the cheer "Go Irish, beat 
abortion!"? For your own safety, pro
choicers, resist the urge and stick with "Go 
Irish, beat Trojans" when we play USC. 

Hey, the Gipp almost forgot it's elec
tion time. The Gipp is eager to 
endorse a ticket, but you know what 

happened the last time he did something like 
_ that. So why not do it again? Let's put 

Griffin and Nass back in office! Heck, stu
dent government will surely be its usual, 
pawn-like self, so why not make the Gipp' s 
job a little easier? 0 
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Writing Program at Florida International University. He lives in 
Miami Beach with his family. 

The committee eagerly awaits McGrath's appearance. "Poetry is 
a great passion of mine," SLF committee member Michela Costello 
says. "It will be a truly great experience to speak with this poet and 
hear how he first became interested in the field and then began to 
write his unique verse." • FEBRUARY 18 
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Sometimes referred to as "one of the greatest living American 
short story writers," Harlan Ellison has written or edited 72 
books, 1,700 stories, essays, articles and newspaper col

umns, 24 teleplays and 12 motion pictures. He is a fantasist whose 
stories have earned acclaim in all circles. His most famous works 
include The Glass Teat and The Other Glass Teat, as well as Spider 
Kiss. He has won numerous awards for his work and his books sell 
millions of copies around the world. Currently, Ellison is working 
as conceptual consultant for the popular syndicated series, Babylon 
5. He and his wife, Susan, live in Los Angeles. 

Ellison, although very well known, only recently carne to the 
attention of some committee members. "I found out about him 
through Jocelyn [Szczepaniak-Gillece]," says Johnson. "He writes 
amazing short stories. They're eerie, yet thought-provoking. His 
stories take a subject and look at it from angles which I hadn't even 
known existed." • FEBRUARY 19 

-. compiled by Katie Wild 
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R. Thomas Coyne graduated last year from Notre Dame and is 
now in his first year of Notre Dame's M.A. program in creative 
writing/fiction. Originally from Media, Pa., Coyne has written 
numerous poems and prose that have been published in various 
campus publications as well as The Indianapolis Star. He mainly 
enjoys writing short fiction. 

Dave Griffith is a senior English major from Decatur, Ill. His 
original motivation to write fiction emerged from his disillusion
ment with the world of journalism. Griffith plans on continuing his 
writing at the graduate level. His literary influences include Flannery 
O'Connor and Tennessee Williams. 

Mary Margaret Nussbaum is a freshman from Colorado Springs, 
Colo. Her creative passions are indicative of her daydrearriing. Both 
emerge in Nussbaum's works. Nussbaum plans to major in PLS and 
considers becoming a novelist or an attorney after graduation. 

jenny Shank is a senior English/psychology major from Denver, 
Colo. The fact that she began spelling her name with a lower-case 
j 12 years ago suggests her unique style and creativity. It is not 
surprising that Shank's favorite poet is e.e.cummings. She has 
writt~n numerous articles and reviews fC?r Colorado magazines 
and IS currently starting her own magazine entitled Young 
Spinster. 

~athan Moore, a sophomore English major originally from 
Plainfield, N.J., began writing poetry in high school with the original 
intent to impress girls. Since then, Moore has become more aware 
of the more romantic and socially conscious art forms .. He looks 
toward Edgar Allen Poe and Wislawa Szymborska for influence. 

Karen U~lmeyer is a junior English/gender studies major from 
LaurencevIlle, Ga. She is a feminist and a poet who takes pride in 
her southern roots. Uhlmeyer is currently studying abroad in the 
Caribbean, gaining more wisdom to incorporate into her poems. 
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The Gipp doesn't know what was going 
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choicers, resist the urge and stick with "Go 
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MARCHING TO THEIR OWN BEAT. One hundred thirty-six Notre Dame, Saint Mary's and 
Holy Cross students made the trip to Washington for the 25th anniversary of Roe v. Wade. 

Despite new interes~ Right to Life's annual march lacked faculty support 

BY JAMES PASTORE 

They came together in the shadow of 
the Washington Monument. They 

. were from diverse backgrounds, sub
scribed to different religions, lived in differ
ent states, yet they stood united in their 
cause~ Compelled by their belief in the sanc
tity of life, overlOO,OOO people made the 
trip to Washington to voice their opposition 
to abortion. 

As representatives from a leading Catho
lic university, students from Notre Dame 
stood right behind other professors. An un
precedented 136 Notre Dame, Saint Mary's 
and Holy Cross students joined the march
ers in Washington last week on the 25th 
anniversary of the historic Roe v. Wade 
decision. 

Sophomore trip coordinators Josh Guerra 
and Jamie Kuhn decided last spring that the 
march lacked Notre Dame student partici
pation and noted the importance of increas
ing the numbers. In previous years, there 
have been an average of 35 participants 
from Notre Dame. This year, after wide
spread publicity, the number increased by 
100. 

"Notre Dame is.the crown jewel ofCatho
lic education," Guerra says. "It is almos~ our 
duty to represent the pro-life movement." 
With that in mind, Guerra and Kuhn began 
a five-month campaign to increase the Right 
to Life movement on campus. "The biggest 
thing for us was just getting people to go this 
year," Kuhn says. 

18 SCHOLASTIC 
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While the effort to increase the number of 
those going to Washington was successful 
among students, not a single Notre Dame 
faculty or clergy member made the journey 
to Washington. 

Guerra and Kuhn did ask a few faculty 
members, including faculty advisor. 
Professor Charles Rice. Rice does not think 
that the lack of faculty attendance on the 
march indicates a lack of support for the ' 
group or their mission. "I would be reluctant 
to generalize as to why faculty wasn' tthere," 
Rice says, but he does note it's difficult for 
professors to miss class. 

Right to Life President Catriona Wilkie 
has one explanation for this lack of faculty 
support. "I think it's a logistics thing," she 
says. "The difficulty for faculty is that it's a 
lot easier for [students] to miss a class than 
for [a member of the faculty]." 

Lodging for faculty members creates ad
ditional difficulties. While those students 
who attended the march this year slept ei
ther on the floor at the church of the Na
tional Shrine or at a nearby gymnasium, 
faculty members would have required sepa
rate sleeping accommodations. But Guerra 
finds it surprising that this inconvenience 
could limit their attendance. "Some of the 
clergy should be used to harsh conditions," 
he says. . 

Some faculty members objected to the 
students' missing class. Kuhn received calls 
from distressed students whose lab profes
sors refused to let them makeup the lab. In 
other cases, faculty members verbally ob-

jected to students' missing a class for what 
they considered personal politics. Fresh
man Erica Thesing approached her professor 
after the first day of class whyn she realized 
a quiz was scheduled for the Thursday of the 
march. "He told me that he'd have to see if 
he could let me take the quiz early because 
it was not an excused absence," Thesing 
says. The professor eventually allowed her 
to take the quiz before the trip so she wouldn't 
begin the semester with a zero. 

Kuhn is distressed by this faculty opposi
tion. "I think that the faculty needs to realize 
there's a lot more to learning here than just 
classroom experience," she says. "The whole 
idea of a university is to promote ... open
mindedness and it just didn't seem that 
some of the faculty members were support
ing that." 

Part of the difficulty with making up 
missed work stems from the fact that the 
university does not consider attendance at 
the march grounds for an excused absence. 
Du Lac grants each professo~ the discretion 
to accept a student's excuse and allow for 
make-up work. Ironically, du Lac says that 
the university will grant excused absences 
to students that "officially represent the 
University... when they are away from 
campus performing duties for the Univer-' 

'. sity." 
"There were certain duties that fell into 

[du Lac's] category," William Kirk, assis
tant vice president for Resident Life, says. 
Right to Life historically has not fall~n into 
any of those categories. Kirk is concerned 

. FEBRUARY 5; 1998 

about being consistent in granting excused 
absences to groups and is current! y research
ing reasons that other groups have been 
granted absences in the past. 

Some find it odd that the administration 
of a Catholic university would refuse to 
grant such a privilege to a campus organiza
tion that upholds one of the fundamental 
principles of the Catholic faith. "If the uni
versity claims to espouse this issue they 
should do so in practice as well," Wilkie 
comments. 

But Kirk says this is not the issue. "I 
cannot think of something more in line with 
the university mission [than the trip]," he 
says. Kirk would like to find a way to grant 

. excused absences to Right to Life members 
for future trips. Club leaders are currently 
communicating with Kirk's office in an 
attempt to make this a reality. 

Despite these difficulties, Wilkie feels 
that being on a Catholic campus aids the 
Right to Life movement because of the 
support it receives. On the other hand, she 
notes the temptation to become apathetic. "I 
went to public school and the opposition I 
faced made me stand up for [my beliefs]," 
Wilkie says. "Whereas here, we assume that 
everyone is pro-life so there's less of a need 
to voice our opinions." 0 

.. '. , 
'. ' 

: lrirecen(years, the March for Lif~ h~s become a', Iilore youthful movement. ": 
......• "Speakers at t~~ tiIarc~ p.oi.nt. ed ou.t than. h." i~generationis. the fir~t tha, thas grow. n 
.. 'llpwith legahzedabortlOn.They emphaslzedthe need to contmuethe struggle 

. and focused on the importance of reachingniore young people; "Even the Congress,: 
menweresaying that we were theonesthatneeded to rtlnJor Cbngressto make a 

;'dim!rerite inthe pro~lifemo.venient, "freslinlan Noel Radley says. " .... 
"'Wilkie also notices theimportarice'forstudentstobec6~einvolved in the Rigllt to 
I. Life cause. "I think it's import1111t f~r youn'gpeople to realizethat our pro-life PClsition . 

is bur o~nchoice," Wllkiesays;t'notsqmethingthatwe'vebeentoldto believe in 
byollf professors." '. -. . .. ; .; " .... . .'..... '. > ......... , 

. Manymixed emotional. response~ emerged durihgthe march. Some students were 
.-a1so surprised at the peaceful tone of the march. "It was amazing how even the people' 

whowere.onbppositesides of the abortion issue seemed to be listening to each other 
'. instead of shouting at each cither,"freshmim Kristina Zurcher says. . . 
. Thlstype of response is exactly what Guerra and Kuhn hoped to achieve. :'It's~' 
'.misconteption[from the media] that we're all about extreme measures and VIews, 

Chien-a says. "We are not trying to change people's values and morals." 
.'. For many ; the march was a moving and spiritual experience. "I wanted to go on t?e . 

'march because it was a definite stand and it was a very public event," freshman SheIla 
McCarthy says. "What's the pointinbelieving in something if you're not going to put 

, those beliefs into action?" Zurcher asks.' . . 
~y James Pastore , 
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pation and noted the importance of increas
ing the numbers. In previous years, there 
have been an average of 35 participants 
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spread publicity, the number increased by 
100. 

"Notre Dame is.the crown jewel ofCatho
lic education," Guerra says. "It is almos~ our 
duty to represent the pro-life movement." 
With that in mind, Guerra and Kuhn began 
a five-month campaign to increase the Right 
to Life movement on campus. "The biggest 
thing for us was just getting people to go this 
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to take the quiz before the trip so she wouldn't 
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classroom experience," she says. "The whole 
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missed work stems from the fact that the 
university does not consider attendance at 
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Du Lac grants each professo~ the discretion 
to accept a student's excuse and allow for 
make-up work. Ironically, du Lac says that 
the university will grant excused absences 
to students that "officially represent the 
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about being consistent in granting excused 
absences to groups and is current! y research
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.. '. , 
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01 FERENT STROKES 
The men's tennis team hopes to erase the memory 

of last year's disappointing ending 

BY BRIAN LUCAS 

Last season, the men's tennis team struggled to earn respect. 
Four of their top seven players were starting for the first time. 
Despite this lack of experience, the team climbed all the way 

to anumber-11 ranking, defeating three top-20 teams along the way. 
The year ended in disappointment, though, when the Irish, armed 
with the number-one seed in the region, lost to Minnesota in the first 
round of the NCAA tournament. 

"Last year, no one expected us to be as good as we were," Coach 
Bob Bayliss says. "When we finally earned that respect, I think we 
felt a false sense of security. With the number-one seed, we felt it 
was a forgone conclusion [that we would advance]. Then we sort of 
fell on our face." 

This season has started differently from the last. The Irish were 
ranked in the preseason top-20 based largely on their experience. 
Six of their top seven starters return, including their top singles 
player, sophomore Ryan Sachire, and their number-one doubles 
team, senior J akub Pietrowski and junior Brian Patterson. "We are 
definitely a more veteran team this year," Bayliss says. "Hopefully 
what they went through last season will act as a learning experience. 
We have to accept the responsibility that comes with being the 
favorite and go out and do some damage." 

Sachire is coming off a freshman campaign that made him one of 
the elite tennis players in the country. He compiled a 37-9 record 
while playing number-one singles for most of the year, a record 
good enough to earn him Intercollegiate Tennis Association Re
gional Rookie of the Year. The 6-foot -6 Canfield, Ohio, native also 
advanced to the round of 32 at the NCAA singles tournament on his 
way to a final ranking at number 37. 

"I was the last person in the world who thought I would come in 
here and play number-one singles right away," Sachire says. "I 
think I took a lot of people by surprise, but after losing only one 
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match in the region last season, people will definitely be gunning 
for me. The same goes for the team as a whole because we were 
undefeated in the region so we're the biggest match on everyone's 
schedule." 

In the fall, Sachire won the singles division of the Midwest 
Regional Rolex Championships. That victory, aloI)g with his great 
freshman season, made Sachire the 16th-ranked player in the 
country. But the sophomore places limited value on the honors. "He 
doesn't get caught up in the rankings, he's just trying to get better 
every day," Bayliss says: "Ryan's very hungry and focused. He's 
usually the first guy at practice and the last one to leave." 

Sachire isn't the only powerhouse on the Irish roster. Pietrowski 
and Patterson entered the season ranked fifth in the country in 
doubles after winning t~e Midwest Regional Rolex Champion
ships. Last season they compiled a 17-5 record at the number-one 
doubles position and ended the season ranked 29th. "We had a 
pretty good year last year and did real well in the fall," Pietrowski 
says. "We got to the quarterfinals in the two national tournaments 
and won the regionals. Now it's a little tougher because the people 
playing us see it as a good opportunity and step up their intensity." 

That has shown in the duo's slow start this season. They've lost 
both of their dual matches. "Jakub and Brian have to realize that 
people will be gunning for them now," Bayliss says. "They have 
to step it up in practice and carry that intensity into their 
matches." 

While Sachire, Pietrowski and Patterson playa significant role in 
. how the Irish do this year, many other key players will make their 
mark as well. Senior Danny Rothschild; who played in only one 
dual singles match before last season, was named captain. That 
decision has already paid off for the team; Rothschild was the main 

.reason Notre Dame defeated archrival Minnesota in their first 
match this season. Fighting off the effects of the flu, including being 
ill during the match, Rothschild fought back to win the deciding 
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.··."RYAN'S···· VERY,.HUNGRlAND 
·"·.FOCUSED.~;HE'S·'.USUALLY'·.·TflE 
FIRST GOY' AT PRACTICE AND . 

.. THElASTioNE.JO··UA"E~".··. 
.. ·,.~:HEAD.COACHBOB!BAYlISS 

match 7-6, 4-6,6-4 and propel the Irish to a 4-3 victory. "Danny abilities, mostly through his own hard work." 
played one of the greatest matches I've seen since I've been Warford, a 6-foot-4 native of Bismarck; N.D., is a remarkable 
coaching here," Bayliss says. "He's playing as wellas anyone on story. After undergoing arthriscopic knee surgery, nobody knew 
the team right now." when he would be able to play. He received medical clearance to 

At 4-0 on the season, playing tennis may be the easiest part of return on Thanksgiving and has moved into the starting lineup 
Rothschild's job now that he shoulders the responsibility of being because of a wrist injury to Matt Horsley. "Warf has made huge 
a captain. He has earned the respect of his teammates and coaches strides. He didn't get cleared until Thanksgiving," Bayliss says, 
alike. "but he has filled a huge hole created when Horsley went down." 

"Danny is a tremendous leader," says Sachire. "He leads more by With all the pieces in place, the Irish can't sneak up on people like 
example than vocally. He's very stoic on the court and is a class act, last year. They are a year older and more experienced, and they hope 
always doing the right thing so the younger players have someone that will translate into more success at the end of the year. To that 
to look up to." end, Bayliss prioritized improving the team's mental toughness. 

Rounding out the singles lineup are senior Eric Enloe and junior "We know it's along season and we can't peak too early," he says. 
Andy Warford. Last season, in his first season as a starter, Enloe "We have a tougher schedule this year with more away matches 
compiled a dual match record of 10-4 playing mostly number-six than last season. This early in the season we really don't know 
singles. Though he was not expected to contribute much when last where we are." 
season began, Enloe surprised his coaches with his work ethic and But they definitely know where they want to be. That's in Athens, 
improvement. "Eric is the heart and soul of this team," Bayliss says. Ga:, at the NCAA championships. And with all the changes from 
"You can't say anything bad about him. He's made the most of his . last year, only one is really important: the final result. 0 

-';~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-li 
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E· 0·-: ·;x:ecu ... ~on 
Garrity's goals' transcend the ha1rdwood 
BY COREY SPINELLI 

T he. academic workIoad at this: university can be over-· 
. whelmmg.For most students, simply making the Dean's 

. List is a huge achievement.. A science pre-professional 
major who can maintain a 3.7 grade point avefage for four years, 
therefore, is truly worthy of adiniration. 

Ofthis elite scholarly group, however; only one can dominate an 
entire basketball game by himself. Only one can score at will in the 
paint, routinely bury three-pointers while being double-teamed, 
and grab key rebounds at crunch time. Pat Garrity is the individual 
with an eIusive combination of academic and athletic excellence. 

Garrity's formula for success is simple; hard work. "When I first 
arrived here, it was pretty difficult to concentrate fully on both 
school and basketball," the senior forward recalls. "But I adjust~d 
pretty quickly and have worked extremely hard in each area to 
become the best student and best player I could be. Once you 
develop a routine and stick with it, it actually becomes rather easy." 

Garrity's accomplishments off the hardwood earned him GTE 
first-team Academic All-America status for the 1996-97 season. 
It's number 53' s impact on the court, however, that has NBA scouts 
drooling over the possibility oflanding 1998' s version of Keith Van 
HOffi. 

As a freshman in 1994, Pat Garrity wasted no time in making his 
mark, tipping in a shot in overtime to clinch an 80-79 Irish victory 
against the highly favored Indiana Hoosiers in just his second 
career game. He joined the elite duo of Adrian Dantley and 
LaPhonso Ellis as the only freshmen in Irish history to score in 
double figures in their first four collegiate games. Later in the 
season, Garrity poured in a then career-high 27 points against Duke 
and Cherokee Parks. He started all 27 games that sea~on and led the 
team in scoring, averaging 13.4 points per contest on 52 percent 
shooting from the field and 77 percent from the foul line. 

Garrity saw his role expand during his sophomore season, Notre 
Dame's first in the Big East. He led the team in both scoring and 
rebounding, averaging 17.2 points and 7.1 rebounds respectively. 
"As my responsibility on the court grew, so did my confidence, 
which has been a major factor in my improvement as a player," 
Garrity remembers. "I didn't get flustered as easily as I once did. 
Also I worked to become stronger and quiCker to be able to take the 
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ON THE WAY UP. Besides improving his scoring average each 
year, Garrity's rebounds per game have gone from 5.1 as a 
freshman to 8.3 this season. 

FEBRUARY 5,'1998 

• 

poundingof:aB~gEast 

:season.'" Garrity was 
named to the ATI-Bi;g 
Eastthirdteam for his 
'Sophomore efforts. 

.~ \~;( ~,-~:~ ..... 

'Xheplayofthesoft
.spoken forw.ard ,over 
the .courseof his jun
ior season r.emoved 
any doubts :about 
'Garrity's .ability .to 
playwiththebig:boys. 
The 6-foot-9., 231-
pounder was :second 
in the '.confer.ence in 
'scoring (21.1 PPG), 
fourth :in field-goal 
per.centage, seventhin 
free-throw percent
age,:andseventhin.re
bounding. He brought 
the team 10 within a 
point of the post-sea
son NIT Final Four in 
Madison :Square Gar
,den, .scoring 23 points 
:and :snaringe~ght re-

HEADO.F THE CLASS. As well as :being named Big .East Player ,of the 'Year, Garrity was selected as a GTE 
bounds against e¥en- .Academic AII-Amerjcan. 
iual champion MiChi-
gan in a 67-66 loss. 

Garrity had become a complete player 
:and floor leader,and his maturity on the 
,court helped the Irish to their surprisingly 
strong finish. "I feel that I improved my 
shooting range and my lateral .quickness 
.considerably over the summer betw.e.en my 
sophomore:andjuniorseasons, which helped 
me combat the increased .defensiv,eatten
tion I faced game in and game out," he says. 

Evidence of this ,could be seen in his 
three-point field-goal percentage. which 
jumped from 28 percent his sophomore year 
to 38 perce<nt his junior year. He also re
corded seven double-doubles .after accumu
lating only five in his first two seasons 

The postseason awards rolled in .as 
Garrity was .chosen not only for first-team 
all-Big East, but also selected as the 
conference's Player of the Year beating out 
notables like Austin Croshere and Victor 
Page. He was named an Associated Press 
and Basketb.all Weekly honorable mention 
All-American as well. Garrity proved wor
thy of such accolades this past summeras.a 
member of the U.S. 22-and-UnderNational 
Team, where he led the squad in scoring. 
"Playing under [Utah Head] Coach IRick] 
Majerus was a great experience," Garrity 
says. "I played against the best competition 
in the world in my age group, and I got to 

"Once you develop a routine and 
stick with it, it actually becomes 
rath,er easy." 

combined. Garrity scorched the Hoosiers 
for 36 points as well, prompting high praise 
from Bobby Knight. "There's nobody we 
play against who I like better than Garrity," 
the Indiana coach said. "He's a helluva 
player. He's atough kid, and we couldn't 
handle him." 
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practice every day with talented players. 
The hostile crowds in Melbourne, Austra
lia, were fun to play in front of and also 
helped my concentration." 

Garrity's outstanding play for both the 
Irish'and the U.S. National Team during his 
junior year set the stage for even greater 

preseason accolades before his fillal colle
giate season. Aside from being a unanimous 
pick to ['epeat as Big East Player of the Year, 
the senior from Monument, Colo., is also 
·one of25 candidates for the JohnR. Wooden 
Award, .and one of 10 fillalists for the pres
tigious Naismith Award, both of which honor 
the top college player. The Irish forward is 
one.of Street & :Smith's five Player of the 
Year finalists and was chosen fIrst-team 
All-America by Inside Sports magazine. 

The Notre Dame co-captain has taken the 
increased pressure in stride. "Before the 
season started, I thought about it a lot and 
put some added pressure on myself to live 
up to the expectations for the team," he says. 
"Once the season actually l.legan, though, I 
put the added attention in the back of my 
mind and had no trouble focusing on basket
ball." 

If Garrity's numbers so far in the regular 
season are any indication, the media was on 
target in their preseason assessment of the 
senior forward. His scoring and rebounding 
have increased yet again to 23.3 ppg, which 

. puts him eighth nationally, and 8.3 rpg, and 
he posted a career-high 37 points against 
Seton Hall on January 17. Garrity also had' 
24 points on 11 for 17 shooting iIi a tough 
loss at Indiana and 27 points and 10 re-
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jumped from 28 percent his sophomore year 
to 38 perce<nt his junior year. He also re
corded seven double-doubles .after accumu
lating only five in his first two seasons 

The postseason awards rolled in .as 
Garrity was .chosen not only for first-team 
all-Big East, but also selected as the 
conference's Player of the Year beating out 
notables like Austin Croshere and Victor 
Page. He was named an Associated Press 
and Basketb.all Weekly honorable mention 
All-American as well. Garrity proved wor
thy of such accolades this past summeras.a 
member of the U.S. 22-and-UnderNational 
Team, where he led the squad in scoring. 
"Playing under [Utah Head] Coach IRick] 
Majerus was a great experience," Garrity 
says. "I played against the best competition 
in the world in my age group, and I got to 

"Once you develop a routine and 
stick with it, it actually becomes 
rath,er easy." 

combined. Garrity scorched the Hoosiers 
for 36 points as well, prompting high praise 
from Bobby Knight. "There's nobody we 
play against who I like better than Garrity," 
the Indiana coach said. "He's a helluva 
player. He's atough kid, and we couldn't 
handle him." 
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practice every day with talented players. 
The hostile crowds in Melbourne, Austra
lia, were fun to play in front of and also 
helped my concentration." 

Garrity's outstanding play for both the 
Irish'and the U.S. National Team during his 
junior year set the stage for even greater 

preseason accolades before his fillal colle
giate season. Aside from being a unanimous 
pick to ['epeat as Big East Player of the Year, 
the senior from Monument, Colo., is also 
·one of25 candidates for the JohnR. Wooden 
Award, .and one of 10 fillalists for the pres
tigious Naismith Award, both of which honor 
the top college player. The Irish forward is 
one.of Street & :Smith's five Player of the 
Year finalists and was chosen fIrst-team 
All-America by Inside Sports magazine. 

The Notre Dame co-captain has taken the 
increased pressure in stride. "Before the 
season started, I thought about it a lot and 
put some added pressure on myself to live 
up to the expectations for the team," he says. 
"Once the season actually l.legan, though, I 
put the added attention in the back of my 
mind and had no trouble focusing on basket
ball." 

If Garrity's numbers so far in the regular 
season are any indication, the media was on 
target in their preseason assessment of the 
senior forward. His scoring and rebounding 
have increased yet again to 23.3 ppg, which 

. puts him eighth nationally, and 8.3 rpg, and 
he posted a career-high 37 points against 
Seton Hall on January 17. Garrity also had' 
24 points on 11 for 17 shooting iIi a tough 
loss at Indiana and 27 points and 10 re-
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bounds in a huge win over 20th-ranked 
West Virginia in Morgantown. He is cur
rently fourth on the Notre Dame career 
scoring list with 1,500 points, trailing only 
Dantley, David Rivers and Austin Carr. At 
his current pace, Garrity should surpass 
both Dantley and Rivers and land in second 
place before he graduates. 

"Every year he has been here, Pat has 
gotten better," Notre Dame Coach John 
MacLeod says. "He's more explosive with 
the ball and he's more confident in what he 
can do. He works hard every day in practice 
and that translates into success during. 
games." 

If Pat Garrity'S illustrious collegiate ca
reer lacks anything, it is team success. The 
absence of a supporting cast to complement 
Garrity's skills has prevented the All-Ameri
can from playing in an NCAA Tournament 
game. The failure of highly-recruited play
ers such as Marcus Young, Doug Gottleib, 
Gary Bell and David Lalazarian to either 
reach their potential or remain at Notre 
Dame left Garrity as the only big scorer on 
the team. "Sure, it bothers me that we 
haven't won more games, or qualified for 
the tournament," Garrity says. "We had 
some high-potential guys who just never 
panned out, for whatever reason, and that's 
disappointing. Butthe players on this year's 
team work hard to improve every day and 
are getting the most out of their abilities. 
[The lack of team success] sure isn't for lack 
of effort." 

While his supporting cast may not be the 
greatest, they all benefit from playing along
side Garrity. The constant double- and triple
teams opposing squads use to control Garrity 
leave his teammates with many open looks 
at the basket. "Everyone on the team knows 
that they have to get in open areas when the 
double-team comes and Pat has to realize 
it's coming;" MacLeod says. "Every time 
he touches the ball, the defenses are collaps
ing all over him." 

Garrity believes he made the right deci
sion by choosing Notre Dame over a more 
successful basketball school. "I don't think 
that type of program would have enabled 
me to develop as much as I have here," he 
says. "There's so much talent at a Carolina, 
a Kansas or an Arizona that I might have 
even been a role player at one of those 
schools." 

MacLeod, who has 18 years experience 
as an NBA coach, doesn't agree with that 
assessment. "I think he has a chance to be a 
very high lottery selection," he says. "I see 
some Karl Malone in him in that he runs the 
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floor very well. He also reminds 
me some of Dave DeBusschere. He has very 
square shoulders and shoots those longjump
ers." 

Garrity doesn't like to think about the 
future but feels he can be successful at the 
next level. "My biggest strength is my com
petitiveness. I hate to lose," Garrity says. "I 
also feel that I create match-up problems, 
because I can step outside and shoot it, and 
I'm offensively well-rounded. As far as 
areas of improvement, I'm always trying to 
get stronger and improve my defense." 

While the NBA is almost certainly in 
Garrity's future, in the present he's just 
enjoying the final months of college life and 
reflecting on the past four years. "I'll never 
forget my first football weekend, my first 
game in the Joyce Center and my freshman 
year when everything was new," Garrity 
says. "The student section during the NIT 
game with Michigan was incredible; I'll 
always remember the atmosphere in the air 
that night. Most of all, though, I'll remem
ber the people I met, the great friendships 
I've formed and all the good times I've had 
here." 
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Hockey • 1997-98 Record 13~ 13-3 
Streaking: The Irish have lost 26 of their last 27 games 
against the Michigan Wolverines. 
Prime Time Performer: Senior goalie Matt Eisler made 39 
s~ves Saturday night against Michigan in a 5-4 Notre Dame 
loss. That performance moved him into third place in career 
saves at Notre Dame. 
Did You Know? Home ice (dis)advantage? The Irish have a 
10-7 record on the road but are only 3-6-3 at the Joyce 
Center. 
On the Horizon: Notre Dame attempts to end that home ice 
jinx as they take on Bowling Green on Friday and Ferris State 
on Saturday. Both games begin at 7 p.m. in the Joyce Center 
Fieldhouse. 

SPLI TERS 
FROM THE PRESSBOX 

Fencing • 1998 Record M:16-0 W:lS-0 
Streaking: Both the men's and women's teams are ranked 
third in the country and have a 34-match winning streak. 
Prime Time Performer: Junior captain Luke LaValle, a two
time All-American in sabre, is 24-0 on the season. 
Did You Know? The most recent NCAA champion at Notre 
Dame is sophomore Magda Krol, the reigning national 
champion in women's epee. 
On the Horizon: The Irish will face number-one ranked 
Penn State among other teams this weekend at the Notre 
Dame meet in the Joyce Center Fieldhouse. 

Men's B-Ball • 1997-98 Record 11-7 
Streaking: Senior Pat Garrity has scored in double digits in 
36 consective games. 
Prime Time Performer: Keith Friel is averaging 20 points in 
his last three games. The sophomore guard is second on the 
team in Big East scoring, averaging 11 points a game in 
conference play; 
Did You Know? In their first two seasons in the Big East, 
Notre Dame had won only two conference games on the road. 
This year they already have three victories away from home. 
On the Horizon: The Irish look to continue their road 
success as they travel to Rutgers tonight and Georgetown on 
Saturday. 

Women's B-Ball • 1997-98 Record 14-7 
Streaking: Notre Dame has a seven-game home winning 
streak. 
Prime Time Performer: Junior Sheila McMillen scored 24 
points aginst Seton Hall and continues to lead the Irish in 
scoring with 13.9 points a game. 
.Did You Know? Notre Dame's 91-35 victory over Seton 
Hall last Saturday was the second largest margin of victory 
in Irish history. They defeated Liberty 113-35 in 1~89. 
On the Horizon:The Irish begin a three-game homestand 
this Monday by hosting the Red Storm of St. John's at 7 
p.m. 
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bounds in a huge win over 20th-ranked 
West Virginia in Morgantown. He is cur
rently fourth on the Notre Dame career 
scoring list with 1,500 points, trailing only 
Dantley, David Rivers and Austin Carr. At 
his current pace, Garrity should surpass 
both Dantley and Rivers and land in second 
place before he graduates. 

"Every year he has been here, Pat has 
gotten better," Notre Dame Coach John 
MacLeod says. "He's more explosive with 
the ball and he's more confident in what he 
can do. He works hard every day in practice 
and that translates into success during. 
games." 

If Pat Garrity'S illustrious collegiate ca
reer lacks anything, it is team success. The 
absence of a supporting cast to complement 
Garrity's skills has prevented the All-Ameri
can from playing in an NCAA Tournament 
game. The failure of highly-recruited play
ers such as Marcus Young, Doug Gottleib, 
Gary Bell and David Lalazarian to either 
reach their potential or remain at Notre 
Dame left Garrity as the only big scorer on 
the team. "Sure, it bothers me that we 
haven't won more games, or qualified for 
the tournament," Garrity says. "We had 
some high-potential guys who just never 
panned out, for whatever reason, and that's 
disappointing. Butthe players on this year's 
team work hard to improve every day and 
are getting the most out of their abilities. 
[The lack of team success] sure isn't for lack 
of effort." 

While his supporting cast may not be the 
greatest, they all benefit from playing along
side Garrity. The constant double- and triple
teams opposing squads use to control Garrity 
leave his teammates with many open looks 
at the basket. "Everyone on the team knows 
that they have to get in open areas when the 
double-team comes and Pat has to realize 
it's coming;" MacLeod says. "Every time 
he touches the ball, the defenses are collaps
ing all over him." 

Garrity believes he made the right deci
sion by choosing Notre Dame over a more 
successful basketball school. "I don't think 
that type of program would have enabled 
me to develop as much as I have here," he 
says. "There's so much talent at a Carolina, 
a Kansas or an Arizona that I might have 
even been a role player at one of those 
schools." 

MacLeod, who has 18 years experience 
as an NBA coach, doesn't agree with that 
assessment. "I think he has a chance to be a 
very high lottery selection," he says. "I see 
some Karl Malone in him in that he runs the 
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floor very well. He also reminds 
me some of Dave DeBusschere. He has very 
square shoulders and shoots those longjump
ers." 

Garrity doesn't like to think about the 
future but feels he can be successful at the 
next level. "My biggest strength is my com
petitiveness. I hate to lose," Garrity says. "I 
also feel that I create match-up problems, 
because I can step outside and shoot it, and 
I'm offensively well-rounded. As far as 
areas of improvement, I'm always trying to 
get stronger and improve my defense." 

While the NBA is almost certainly in 
Garrity's future, in the present he's just 
enjoying the final months of college life and 
reflecting on the past four years. "I'll never 
forget my first football weekend, my first 
game in the Joyce Center and my freshman 
year when everything was new," Garrity 
says. "The student section during the NIT 
game with Michigan was incredible; I'll 
always remember the atmosphere in the air 
that night. Most of all, though, I'll remem
ber the people I met, the great friendships 
I've formed and all the good times I've had 
here." 
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Streaking: Senior Pat Garrity has scored in double digits in 
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Prime Time Performer: Keith Friel is averaging 20 points in 
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fter last season's Cinderella run to the NCAA 
Final Four, the Notre Dame women's bas
ketball team faced a tough question: what 
would they do for an encore? Since four of 
the five starters from last year's squadgradu
ated, the answer to that question looked 
bleak. Names like Katryna Gaither and Beth 
Morgan would not be soon forgotten, but 
someone needed to step up. One player who 

has contributed in a big way, both literally and figuratively, is 6-
foot-5 freshman Ruth Riley. 

Riley, the Irish's starting center, has played remarkably well 
in her freshman year. Though she got off to a somewhat slow 
start, the Indiana native has picked up her game since joining the 
starting lineup on Dec. 8 against Wisconsin. Riley leads the Big 
East in blocked shots with 45 and her 6.7 rebounds per game 
leads the Irish. Her scoring has been a boost for the Irish. She is 
currently third on the team in scoring, averaging an even 10 
points per game. Riley recently went on a tear, becoming the first 
woman in Notre Dame history to record double digits in both 
points and rebounds in five consecutive games. During this 
stretch she received Big East Rookie of the Week honors for 
three straight weeks. 

Ruth's size and strength have allowed her to dominate Big 
East centers, but it isn't just her physical attributes that improved 
her play. "Ruth is a confident person," Coach Muffet McGraw 
says. "She knows that she needs to do whatever it takes on every 
play so that she can make an impact." 

Riley knows that in order to be successful, she must learn to 
handle the mental aspect of the college game. "You need to focus 
at both ends of the court and you work on that focus in the long 
practices," she says. 

One of Riley's most important contributions to the team is her 
consistency. The team has confidence in her ability to score 
when things get bogged down. A perfect example was on Jan. 18 
at Syracuse when Riley poured in a career-high 29 points on 13 
for 15 shooting from the field. "Ally time that our offense is out 
of sync, we can get the ball in to Ruth in the post and get back on 
track," captain Mollie Pierick says. 

As a freshman playing at a top university, Riley has had to 
adjust quickly. "I had a rocky start because it took time to adjust," 
the Honorable Mention High School All-American says. "But as 
I learned my role I felt good about my game and played better." 

Besides the faster pace and more aggressive nature of the 
college game, Riley had to adjust to the rigors of being a student
athlete at Notre Dame. "Since the season starts in the winter, it 
gave me an opportunity to ease into the work," she says. Riley 
didn't just ea~e in, though; as her 3.8 GPA last semester attests; 

Next for the Irish are important conference games that will 
determine where they will be seeded in the Big East tournament. 
Riley will undoubtedly playa major role in these key games, 
especially since her scoring and rebounding average are both 
higher in Big East play, 12.2 and 7.2 respectively. "We take one 

. game at a time because you can 'toverlook anyone, butthe games 
we really look forward to playing are against Ueonn and Rutgers 
because they have already bea,ten us once," she says. 

Though Riley and her teammates don't want to look too far 
into the future, that hasn't stopped fans from doing so. And when 
they look to the future, they must be pleased that Ruth Riley will 
be in an Irish uniform for three more years. 0 
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+1 E LEV I SID N T At K trouble at school, after which Tim goes to 
Wilson for advice, thenWilsonspewssome 

Now Sein-ing Off 
epithet from Kierkegaard which Tim later 
bumbles. The rest of the episode consists 
of Tim blowing up appliances, making fun 
of Al and saying "aaaaaggh." For some
thirig that formulaic earning so much green, 
OOB would gladly take Tim Allen's place. 

Imagine that Michael Wadsworth gets 
a call from NBC. As it tunis out, the 
pe~cock net",ork has reconsidered its 

contract with the Fighting Irish and --,
since the football team has been on such a . . 
hqt streak lately - is offering Notre Dame 
a whopping .$5 millionJor each televised 
home game in its current contract. 

You could probably predictder Fuhrer's 
reaction -'- it would be like asking Bill 
.Clintonifhe'dlike to officiate in a bikini 
model oil-wrestling match, or giving Ted 
Kaczynski some TNT, a lump of clay and' 
a length of copper wire and saying, "Go 
nuts." 

Unfortunately for most lovers of S einfeld, 
when NBC made the same offer to keep the 
hit comedy on the air, Jerry Seinfeld told 
theinto talk to the hand. At the end of the 
ninth season-of the "show aboutnothing," 

Sein-philes will be bidding a teary adieu not "Aaaaaggh, aooohh!" 
only to Jerry, George, Elaine and Kramer, Nocurrentprogramdeservesthemoriey 
but also to the ritual humor involving flawed that Seinfeld commands. The simple fact is 
romantic relationships, nagging parents and that no other comedy show explores quite 
more oy vey humor than aLong Island bar the same territory that Seinfeld takes on 
mitzvah. each week. OOB could nevedmagine Niles 

Many people who don't watch or under- Crane from Frasier saying how much he 
stand Seinfeld's everyday-guy humor dis- loves manure because it's "newer" with a 
miss the proposed $5 million per episode . "rna" in front of it. Jamie Buchman (Mad 
deal as an outrage. It'snot that Seinfeld About You) would have Paul's head if he 
doesn't deserve the money. In an era when ever pulled the roommate switch. And 
Michael Jordan gets a $25-million bonus there's no way in hell Ally McBeal would 
every time he breaks wind; $5 million for an ever spare a square. 
episode that one writes and stars in hiinself Hey, NBC, since you seem to have so 
doesn't sound unreasonable. much money to fling around, why not send 

Tim Allen recently signed a contract for some more of it our way? That might help 
$1.5 million per episode of Home Improve- defray the construction cost of the next 
ment, and the showfeatures the same exact useless building on campus-or at least of 
plot in every episode; EitlierTim says sonie~,: the addition of some new plasticivy for 
thing to offend Jill or one' of the kids has North Dining HalL 

F'· 'E . NewmansneaksapeakatKrainerthrough .' . " t" . t . ·t- . the backwards peephole) builds to an un": · . a .. ·····e .. ·· . ,.... . xp·· .e C 8,· .. ··1 ons ~::r~::::~::::l:~::::~:: 
overwhereSeinfeldleft off with tlie "ro

,A,. 'spin,off ?ft?~~i1dl~~O.·".,pUlar Seinfeld '. life, they shun old~ pals like Kra.mer and mance"betweeriElaine,Benes and her 
..program IS VIrtually mevitable. IfOOB Blame and· hobnob, unsuccessfully;' with. lame-brain boyfriend, Putty. Elaine makes 

hbldsailyc,:lout whatsoever with the, the Pa:rkAvenue richies. Many'sdcialfaux lots of wisecracks to whkh Putty responds . 
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would they do for an encore? Since four of 
the five starters from last year's squadgradu
ated, the answer to that question looked 
bleak. Names like Katryna Gaither and Beth 
Morgan would not be soon forgotten, but 
someone needed to step up. One player who 

has contributed in a big way, both literally and figuratively, is 6-
foot-5 freshman Ruth Riley. 

Riley, the Irish's starting center, has played remarkably well 
in her freshman year. Though she got off to a somewhat slow 
start, the Indiana native has picked up her game since joining the 
starting lineup on Dec. 8 against Wisconsin. Riley leads the Big 
East in blocked shots with 45 and her 6.7 rebounds per game 
leads the Irish. Her scoring has been a boost for the Irish. She is 
currently third on the team in scoring, averaging an even 10 
points per game. Riley recently went on a tear, becoming the first 
woman in Notre Dame history to record double digits in both 
points and rebounds in five consecutive games. During this 
stretch she received Big East Rookie of the Week honors for 
three straight weeks. 

Ruth's size and strength have allowed her to dominate Big 
East centers, but it isn't just her physical attributes that improved 
her play. "Ruth is a confident person," Coach Muffet McGraw 
says. "She knows that she needs to do whatever it takes on every 
play so that she can make an impact." 

Riley knows that in order to be successful, she must learn to 
handle the mental aspect of the college game. "You need to focus 
at both ends of the court and you work on that focus in the long 
practices," she says. 

One of Riley's most important contributions to the team is her 
consistency. The team has confidence in her ability to score 
when things get bogged down. A perfect example was on Jan. 18 
at Syracuse when Riley poured in a career-high 29 points on 13 
for 15 shooting from the field. "Ally time that our offense is out 
of sync, we can get the ball in to Ruth in the post and get back on 
track," captain Mollie Pierick says. 

As a freshman playing at a top university, Riley has had to 
adjust quickly. "I had a rocky start because it took time to adjust," 
the Honorable Mention High School All-American says. "But as 
I learned my role I felt good about my game and played better." 

Besides the faster pace and more aggressive nature of the 
college game, Riley had to adjust to the rigors of being a student
athlete at Notre Dame. "Since the season starts in the winter, it 
gave me an opportunity to ease into the work," she says. Riley 
didn't just ea~e in, though; as her 3.8 GPA last semester attests; 

Next for the Irish are important conference games that will 
determine where they will be seeded in the Big East tournament. 
Riley will undoubtedly playa major role in these key games, 
especially since her scoring and rebounding average are both 
higher in Big East play, 12.2 and 7.2 respectively. "We take one 

. game at a time because you can 'toverlook anyone, butthe games 
we really look forward to playing are against Ueonn and Rutgers 
because they have already bea,ten us once," she says. 

Though Riley and her teammates don't want to look too far 
into the future, that hasn't stopped fans from doing so. And when 
they look to the future, they must be pleased that Ruth Riley will 
be in an Irish uniform for three more years. 0 
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+1 E LEV I SID N T At K trouble at school, after which Tim goes to 
Wilson for advice, thenWilsonspewssome 

Now Sein-ing Off 
epithet from Kierkegaard which Tim later 
bumbles. The rest of the episode consists 
of Tim blowing up appliances, making fun 
of Al and saying "aaaaaggh." For some
thirig that formulaic earning so much green, 
OOB would gladly take Tim Allen's place. 

Imagine that Michael Wadsworth gets 
a call from NBC. As it tunis out, the 
pe~cock net",ork has reconsidered its 

contract with the Fighting Irish and --,
since the football team has been on such a . . 
hqt streak lately - is offering Notre Dame 
a whopping .$5 millionJor each televised 
home game in its current contract. 

You could probably predictder Fuhrer's 
reaction -'- it would be like asking Bill 
.Clintonifhe'dlike to officiate in a bikini 
model oil-wrestling match, or giving Ted 
Kaczynski some TNT, a lump of clay and' 
a length of copper wire and saying, "Go 
nuts." 
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hit comedy on the air, Jerry Seinfeld told 
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Sein-philes will be bidding a teary adieu not "Aaaaaggh, aooohh!" 
only to Jerry, George, Elaine and Kramer, Nocurrentprogramdeservesthemoriey 
but also to the ritual humor involving flawed that Seinfeld commands. The simple fact is 
romantic relationships, nagging parents and that no other comedy show explores quite 
more oy vey humor than aLong Island bar the same territory that Seinfeld takes on 
mitzvah. each week. OOB could nevedmagine Niles 
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doesn't deserve the money. In an era when ever pulled the roommate switch. And 
Michael Jordan gets a $25-million bonus there's no way in hell Ally McBeal would 
every time he breaks wind; $5 million for an ever spare a square. 
episode that one writes and stars in hiinself Hey, NBC, since you seem to have so 
doesn't sound unreasonable. much money to fling around, why not send 

Tim Allen recently signed a contract for some more of it our way? That might help 
$1.5 million per episode of Home Improve- defray the construction cost of the next 
ment, and the showfeatures the same exact useless building on campus-or at least of 
plot in every episode; EitlierTim says sonie~,: the addition of some new plasticivy for 
thing to offend Jill or one' of the kids has North Dining HalL 

F'· 'E . NewmansneaksapeakatKrainerthrough .' . " t" . t . ·t- . the backwards peephole) builds to an un": · . a .. ·····e .. ·· . ,.... . xp·· .e C 8,· .. ··1 ons ~::r~::::~::::l:~::::~:: 
overwhereSeinfeldleft off with tlie "ro

,A,. 'spin,off ?ft?~~i1dl~~O.·".,pUlar Seinfeld '. life, they shun old~ pals like Kra.mer and mance"betweeriElaine,Benes and her 
..program IS VIrtually mevitable. IfOOB Blame and· hobnob, unsuccessfully;' with. lame-brain boyfriend, Putty. Elaine makes 

hbldsailyc,:lout whatsoever with the, the Pa:rkAvenue richies. Many'sdcialfaux lots of wisecracks to whkh Putty responds . 
'PQwers~that-b~' at NBC, here are some pas,ensue.During the cocktail party scen~, "duh/' elic;:itulg uproarioas laughter from 

. '. . Geor. geh).akes the mistake .e, .ofd . .ouble-dip· _. thestudib audience. In the firs,t ,episode, suggestlCms:'" ., ... 
,Georgi!&UncleLeoBob Newhart and . ,ping his melba toast in the f6iegras: What . Elaine's boss,J.Peterman, makesacrllCle . 

Judd Hii-sch have failed as acbmedyteam anembariassm~nt! .P..··..,.. passaiher.WherianinfurilitedElaineca1ls, 
iritheiriII-fatM sitcoin George and Leo., ' Too Close for Kramer Now. that Jerry's .. l'uttytotell bini. about her lascivious em
Eiiter Geojge Costanza and Jerry;s Uncle" out of the picture, Kramer has nobody left to . ployer; hejustsays "duh;" Filllny? You bet 
Leo. The two. bachelors figure they could 'lUooch 'from . but . the portly postman,- it is; Bufwhat 'else would you expect from 
save mbneyhyspUitingthe 'cost of'an • Newman: Thisstiuts Off as abuddycoinedy, ' the Seilifeld garig? .. . . 
ex,p, e,n, !ii,V,e, ' Manhat.tap. brow,·n,stone .. ~,'. Of. butsoori the raw sexual tensiollbetween the' b: 'A' . .' ". '."J" "11 '1 .... 
tours'e, p'o~, tha.t' tliey'relivingthe good two' (reinember theei?~sode'- in which y a ro n, .• : 111 0 an· .. 
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'Asmall but ethusias,tic grouP,~(st~d~~ts 
are concentrated in the, front rows' of 
Washington Hall. The play they're 

about to see isn't part of the Mainstage 
subscription,'but a sense of eagerness sur-

rounds it.Likewise, a small group ofstu~ " !1~~~Zt~~~~~~~ti¥}~~ 
dents are huddled backstage. After months' ",?: 
, of work, the curtain is about to rise on their ~ ",. 
production.Such is the setting for opening; , 
night of a N~tre Dame dorm play." 

A fevv.tiri'les a year, student , 
dorins, offer theatricalperfor 

'm,mcles on a smaller and more H' lLHiii:1ll: 

. . than the' more popular Mallllstage: 
Seas9nplays offered by the COJnmunica~ 

:~-;~;r " 

Funding is another concern for students 
putting on these plays. For the most part, the 
plays are paid for by revenue from a group's 
previous production. "With dorm plays, 
there is no such thing as financial security. 
We've had problems with funds in the past," 
Huie says. Along with budget woes comes 
a lack of publicity, which can affect how 
healthy the budget will be for the next year's 
play. The limited funds permit only a mini
mal amount of the budget to go toward 
promoting the play. 

With a small budget and limited facilities, 
production crews have to be especially 
imaginative in building the set and finding 
costumes and props. "In student shows, we 
have to be creative with our resources," 
senior Andrew Reuland, one of the officers 

environment," she says. "It was more casual 
and not as nerve-wracking [as Mainstage 
seems to be]. Student directors asked for 
input a lot." Hamilton adds, "We had to do 
a lot more work outside of just acting. Being 
on a small scale, we got to do a lot more with 
the play, like working on sets and cos
tumes." 

In addition, students found more diver
sityamong those involved with the student
run plays. Whereas Mainstage productions 
tend to primarily attract students from the 
COTH department, dorm plays include more 
students from other majors. "These plays 
are geared more toward those who were into 
theater in high school but are interested in 
continuing their involvement in drama 
throughout college," McCormick says. "I 

think that because of of the Student Players, 
says. "We have about a 
week to get the set 
ready, so we have to 
cut back on over-elabo
rate plans. Usually for 
costumes vve go to 
Goodwill, which can 
be interesting." 

A shoestring budget, this, there's a lot less 
pressure for you to per
form, but you still get 
people with talent." costumes from 

Goodwill and a 
Even with a more di

versified cast and crew, 
these plays don't lose 
their dorm identity. 
Many of the actors and 
most of the' production 
crew are recruited right 
from the host dorm. 
"Pasquerilla East 
played a big part in [J 0-

seph]," Hamilton says. 
"The director, stage 
hand and female lead, 
as well as a lot of the 

SinceJ oseph was the 
first musical play on 
campus in several 
years, the crew experi
enced more problems, 
especially when they 
tried to find a place for 
the orchestr~ to set up. 

director doubling as 
the costume 
designer. 

Since Washington Hall 
doesn't have an orches
tn~ pit, the musicians 
were forced to play be
hind the scenery, where 
it was difficult to cue 
the actors. "With J 0-

seph, it was to\Igher be
ca:use we had to find' 

Welcome to the 
other female roles, were 

Id f t d t played by P.E. women. wor 0 s u en -run All practices were held 
in the dorm, which 

prod u ctions. worked out pretty well." 

people who could sing and a way to figure 
out where the orchestra would be," Hamilton 
says; "It was crazy." 

Despite the drawbacks of producing on 
such a small scale,' the students involved 
emphasize the benefits. Along with the 
smaller scale comes a greater feeling of 
pride and satisfaction among the cast and 
crew. "People in pro'duction take a more 
personal interest in the dorm plays," Huie 
says. "I've been involved in the St. Ed's 
play for four years. Once they start, people 
generally get involved for a while." 

Megan McCormick, who starred in 
Cavanaugh's 1995 production of Later Life, 
agrees. "It's a very comfortable rehearsing 
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Most of the time, that 
is. "A children's chorus 

would come and rehearse with us once a 
week," Hamilton adds. "They'd sometimes 
get out of control and run wild through the 
dorm." 

The dorms don't restrict residents of other 
halls from trying out, however. "Other 
people outside of St. Ed's are involved," 
Huie says. "The director is usually from the 
dorm, but otherwise, we welcome actors 
from anywhere else." 

Through all the trouble of putting on a 
play without outside help, most think the 
end result far outweighed the effort put in. 
"It's a lot of work for the people who do it," 
Huie says. "It is definitely time-consuming, 
but even more rewarding." 0 

1:hen~w 
bril:ishinvasion ' 

No,' th~y'~e. notthe Spice Girls 

, M' , aybeyou've seen th~lJl in one of 
, Yprirclasses(wer the1ast couple of 
, ' ,days.Perhapsyouheardan unfa
miliaTBritish.a~centpassiilg youby in 
the hill way qf ()'Shaughn~ssy: That's " 
iight;theBritish are c.orIiiPg;and;.thailks·:' 
, to the Communicatiorts • .aridTheater· de- , " 
p~~tth~nt;they~m,b~spre~4irig tlie g()od ; 
word:ofiheiJ: country'S, beloved. bard, ' 
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have: b~e~ :i~vit~~'tb 'petfofrtl 'atNotre' 
,Dame once mqte (ihey'were here inl 99~':
,witliMa~beth)asipalt.ofth.e M~ins#ge'" 
, theaters~as6hYAs:membefs'ofAcTER 
,(A Centet ror,. ., "'Educriti~~ an~q~e;', 
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Funding is another concern for students 
putting on these plays. For the most part, the 
plays are paid for by revenue from a group's 
previous production. "With dorm plays, 
there is no such thing as financial security. 
We've had problems with funds in the past," 
Huie says. Along with budget woes comes 
a lack of publicity, which can affect how 
healthy the budget will be for the next year's 
play. The limited funds permit only a mini
mal amount of the budget to go toward 
promoting the play. 

With a small budget and limited facilities, 
production crews have to be especially 
imaginative in building the set and finding 
costumes and props. "In student shows, we 
have to be creative with our resources," 
senior Andrew Reuland, one of the officers 

environment," she says. "It was more casual 
and not as nerve-wracking [as Mainstage 
seems to be]. Student directors asked for 
input a lot." Hamilton adds, "We had to do 
a lot more work outside of just acting. Being 
on a small scale, we got to do a lot more with 
the play, like working on sets and cos
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In addition, students found more diver
sityamong those involved with the student
run plays. Whereas Mainstage productions 
tend to primarily attract students from the 
COTH department, dorm plays include more 
students from other majors. "These plays 
are geared more toward those who were into 
theater in high school but are interested in 
continuing their involvement in drama 
throughout college," McCormick says. "I 

think that because of of the Student Players, 
says. "We have about a 
week to get the set 
ready, so we have to 
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rate plans. Usually for 
costumes vve go to 
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Even with a more di
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first musical play on 
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years, the crew experi
enced more problems, 
especially when they 
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the orchestr~ to set up. 
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Since Washington Hall 
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such a small scale,' the students involved 
emphasize the benefits. Along with the 
smaller scale comes a greater feeling of 
pride and satisfaction among the cast and 
crew. "People in pro'duction take a more 
personal interest in the dorm plays," Huie 
says. "I've been involved in the St. Ed's 
play for four years. Once they start, people 
generally get involved for a while." 

Megan McCormick, who starred in 
Cavanaugh's 1995 production of Later Life, 
agrees. "It's a very comfortable rehearsing 
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would come and rehearse with us once a 
week," Hamilton adds. "They'd sometimes 
get out of control and run wild through the 
dorm." 

The dorms don't restrict residents of other 
halls from trying out, however. "Other 
people outside of St. Ed's are involved," 
Huie says. "The director is usually from the 
dorm, but otherwise, we welcome actors 
from anywhere else." 

Through all the trouble of putting on a 
play without outside help, most think the 
end result far outweighed the effort put in. 
"It's a lot of work for the people who do it," 
Huie says. "It is definitely time-consuming, 
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'I 

by Jeremy Slater 
'Jl alentine' s Day is just around the cor

ner, guys, the most notorious day for 
getting ... uh, affection from your 

significant other. 
But for those stuck in a relationship they 

don't want, Valentine's Day can be sheer 
torture. Sometimes you just get tired of 
hanging out with your girlfriend, or she 
completely changes her personality after 
you start going out, or she won't stop talking 
during Simpsons reruns. 

Pity these guys. It's not going to be easy 
for them when their women are ready to 
snuggle on the couch and watch some Meg 
Ryan love story. So with this in mind, Scho
lastic would like to present a list of "alterna
tive" date movies you can show that special 
someone to let her know she's not quite so 
special anymore. Pop anyone of these flicks 
into the VCR and watch your gal-pal's ex
pression slowly go from perplexed to per
turbed. 

If You Want to Freak Her Out 
Watch the movie Se7en with her. When 

the final scene rolls around (no pun in
tended), and Brad Pitt opens the box and 

he 

finds ... well, we all know what he finds, 
slap your forehead and exclaim, "That's it!" 
Rewind to the beginning of the scene and 
watch it again. And again. And again. When 
she asks you why you're so obsessed with 
this scene, shrug your shoulders and say, "I 
dUllllo, it just makes me think." If she asks 
what it makes you think about, just give her 
a creepy grin, then watch the scene again. 

If You Want to Annoy Her 
Slap The Terminator in the tape deck. 

When Kyle Reese and Sarah Connor meet 
each other, fall in love and spend a night of 
passion together, suggest to your girlfriend 
that your relationship is a lot like the one in 
the movie, and watch her melt in your arms. 
Then, when the Terminator kills Reese later 
in the movie, turn to your girlfriend and yell, 
"See, I told you that love doesn't exist!" 

If You Want to Annoy Her, Part II 
Watch Star Wars together, but insist on 

turning the volume off. Quote the lines of 
dialogue right before each character says 
them throughout the entire movie. If she 
changes movies,. keep quoting Star Wars 
lines during her movie. Tell her with a 

serious face that 
you want to be a 
spaceship pilot 
when you grow up. 
Call her "my little 
Wookie" for add
ed effect. 

If She's Been 
Mean to You 
For those men 
whose girlfriends 
made them suf
fer through the 
seemingly end
less My Best 
Friend's Wed
ding, here's 
your chance to 

longest, most 
obnoxious 

continued on 
page 32 
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W· . ell, girls, it's 
another 
Valentine's 

Day spent with a 
boyfriend who 
just doesn't care. 
Maybe this year he 
bought you a bou
quet of flowers 
from the Martin's 
discard box. Or 
perhaps he treated 
you to a box of 
stale candy -
with no choco
latey nougat. We 
ladies are tired 
of this kind of 
treatment on 
what should be 
the most ro
mantic day of 
the year. So if 
your guy sug
gests a trip to 
Blockbuster 
on Valen

: ---~~-

tine's Day, STEEL_Y CLAN 

she says 

. d f ' Steel Magn l" lllstea 0 . 0 las, the ultimate" h' k . 
•. . C IC flrck" kickmg hIm to the curb, try anyone of these ' 

videos to show him you won't be played Girl is. When he salivates his 
like that. answer, slap him and say, "I thought I was 

your favorite Spice Girl." 
You can't beat Thelma & Louise for 

good, old-fashioned American feminism. 
Not only do you get the pleasure of seeing 
your man squirm with impatience, but you 
get Brad Pitt, too. Watch the shocked look 
on your man's face when he sees Susan 
Sarandon and Geena Davis beat the law and 
their boyfriends to prove who the real weaker 
sex is, Make sure you glare at him when he 
shouts "Wheeeeeeeeee!" during the final 
scene. 

If your boyfriend thinks that five down
on-their-luck British bombshells can't be
come overnight international sensations, 
then he needs a healthy dose of girl power. 
Drag him kicking and screaming to see 
Spice World starring everyone's favorite 
cockney quintet, the Spice Girls. Make sure 
he's the only person in the ticket line who 
isn't a 14-year-old girl, and chide him when 
he's caught tapping his toes during 2 Be
come 1. Play some head games after the 
show by asking him who his favorite Spice 

by "Erin" 

Yentl is everything most guys hate about 
movies: it's a musical, it's about a transves
tite and it stars Barbra Streisand. Unless you 
happen to be dating Richard Simmons, your 
boyfriend won't last 10 minutes into this 
one. Babs plays a Jewish girl named YentI 
who figures the only way a woman can get 
into rabbi school is to dress like a man. So 
she does. The only catch is she sings about 
wanting to become a rabbi. The one scene 
your partner might appreciate is the breast
discovery scene, at which point you might 
want to ask him to get you something to 
drink. 

The perfect cinematic triple-header to get 
any guy climbing the walls is Terms of 
Endearment, Fried Green Tomatoes and 
Steel Magnolias. These three films were 
expressly made to appeal to women. 

In Terms of Endearment, Shirley 
.. MacLaine and Debra Winger playa mother 

continued on next page 
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by Jeremy Slater 
'Jl alentine' s Day is just around the cor

ner, guys, the most notorious day for 
getting ... uh, affection from your 

significant other. 
But for those stuck in a relationship they 

don't want, Valentine's Day can be sheer 
torture. Sometimes you just get tired of 
hanging out with your girlfriend, or she 
completely changes her personality after 
you start going out, or she won't stop talking 
during Simpsons reruns. 

Pity these guys. It's not going to be easy 
for them when their women are ready to 
snuggle on the couch and watch some Meg 
Ryan love story. So with this in mind, Scho
lastic would like to present a list of "alterna
tive" date movies you can show that special 
someone to let her know she's not quite so 
special anymore. Pop anyone of these flicks 
into the VCR and watch your gal-pal's ex
pression slowly go from perplexed to per
turbed. 

If You Want to Freak Her Out 
Watch the movie Se7en with her. When 

the final scene rolls around (no pun in
tended), and Brad Pitt opens the box and 

he 

finds ... well, we all know what he finds, 
slap your forehead and exclaim, "That's it!" 
Rewind to the beginning of the scene and 
watch it again. And again. And again. When 
she asks you why you're so obsessed with 
this scene, shrug your shoulders and say, "I 
dUllllo, it just makes me think." If she asks 
what it makes you think about, just give her 
a creepy grin, then watch the scene again. 

If You Want to Annoy Her 
Slap The Terminator in the tape deck. 

When Kyle Reese and Sarah Connor meet 
each other, fall in love and spend a night of 
passion together, suggest to your girlfriend 
that your relationship is a lot like the one in 
the movie, and watch her melt in your arms. 
Then, when the Terminator kills Reese later 
in the movie, turn to your girlfriend and yell, 
"See, I told you that love doesn't exist!" 

If You Want to Annoy Her, Part II 
Watch Star Wars together, but insist on 

turning the volume off. Quote the lines of 
dialogue right before each character says 
them throughout the entire movie. If she 
changes movies,. keep quoting Star Wars 
lines during her movie. Tell her with a 

serious face that 
you want to be a 
spaceship pilot 
when you grow up. 
Call her "my little 
Wookie" for add
ed effect. 

If She's Been 
Mean to You 
For those men 
whose girlfriends 
made them suf
fer through the 
seemingly end
less My Best 
Friend's Wed
ding, here's 
your chance to 

longest, most 
obnoxious 
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W· . ell, girls, it's 
another 
Valentine's 

Day spent with a 
boyfriend who 
just doesn't care. 
Maybe this year he 
bought you a bou
quet of flowers 
from the Martin's 
discard box. Or 
perhaps he treated 
you to a box of 
stale candy -
with no choco
latey nougat. We 
ladies are tired 
of this kind of 
treatment on 
what should be 
the most ro
mantic day of 
the year. So if 
your guy sug
gests a trip to 
Blockbuster 
on Valen

: ---~~-

tine's Day, STEEL_Y CLAN 

she says 

. d f ' Steel Magn l" lllstea 0 . 0 las, the ultimate" h' k . 
•. . C IC flrck" kickmg hIm to the curb, try anyone of these ' 

videos to show him you won't be played Girl is. When he salivates his 
like that. answer, slap him and say, "I thought I was 

your favorite Spice Girl." 
You can't beat Thelma & Louise for 

good, old-fashioned American feminism. 
Not only do you get the pleasure of seeing 
your man squirm with impatience, but you 
get Brad Pitt, too. Watch the shocked look 
on your man's face when he sees Susan 
Sarandon and Geena Davis beat the law and 
their boyfriends to prove who the real weaker 
sex is, Make sure you glare at him when he 
shouts "Wheeeeeeeeee!" during the final 
scene. 

If your boyfriend thinks that five down
on-their-luck British bombshells can't be
come overnight international sensations, 
then he needs a healthy dose of girl power. 
Drag him kicking and screaming to see 
Spice World starring everyone's favorite 
cockney quintet, the Spice Girls. Make sure 
he's the only person in the ticket line who 
isn't a 14-year-old girl, and chide him when 
he's caught tapping his toes during 2 Be
come 1. Play some head games after the 
show by asking him who his favorite Spice 

by "Erin" 

Yentl is everything most guys hate about 
movies: it's a musical, it's about a transves
tite and it stars Barbra Streisand. Unless you 
happen to be dating Richard Simmons, your 
boyfriend won't last 10 minutes into this 
one. Babs plays a Jewish girl named YentI 
who figures the only way a woman can get 
into rabbi school is to dress like a man. So 
she does. The only catch is she sings about 
wanting to become a rabbi. The one scene 
your partner might appreciate is the breast
discovery scene, at which point you might 
want to ask him to get you something to 
drink. 

The perfect cinematic triple-header to get 
any guy climbing the walls is Terms of 
Endearment, Fried Green Tomatoes and 
Steel Magnolias. These three films were 
expressly made to appeal to women. 

In Terms of Endearment, Shirley 
.. MacLaine and Debra Winger playa mother 

continued on next page 
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and that you would really like to 

share it with her. Make sure you have enough caffeine in your 
system to outlast her, then let the torture begin. Yell at her every 
time she starts to fall asleep. After several hours of this, let her pass 
out. Sulk and complain for the next two weeks, saying she doesn't 
care about your interests. Paybacks are hell, huh? 

If You've Been Nice to Her 
You've done the "good boyfriend" thing, right? Of course you 

have. She owes you. It's your tum to choose the evening's movie. 
Tell her the videos you rented are a surprise ("A bunch of my 
favorite romantic comedies!"). Then watch the entire Porky's 
series. If time is a factor, just watch the shower scenes. 

If She's Been Hinting About Marriage 
If she's dropping wedding hints, there's not much you can do to 

help yourself. If you're set on finding a good anti-marriage movie, 
however, I would recommend The Shining. Wait until after Jack 
Nicholson goes nuts and tries to kill Shelly Duvall and their kid, 
then casually remark to your girlfriend, "Boy, I wonder how our 
marriage is going to tum out." Let her think about that for a while. 

To those guys who actually go through with this, a final note: 
Don't cave. Make sure that you've cued through the previews and 
FBI warnings, because, as we know guys, if you give your lover the 
opportunity to make those puppy dog eyes and stick out her lower 
lip, you're finished. In a heartbeat, you'll be suffering through It 
C ould Happen to You wondering how the heck it happened to you. 
In that case, it cOlild be ... gulp ... love. 0 
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and daughter who love to gab 
and argue. They offer many in
sights into what it's like to be a 
woman. In the end, Debra 
Winger dies, so make sure you 
have plenty of tissues on deck. 

In Fried Green Tomatoes, Kathy Bates and Jessica Tandy play 
friends who meet in a nursing home who love to gab and argue. 
They offer many insights into what it's like to be a woman. In the 
end, Jessica Tandy dies, so make sure you have plenty of tissues on 
deck. 

In Steel Magnolias, Julia Roberts, Sally Field, Olympia Dukakis, 
Darryl Hannah and Dolly Parton playa group of friends who love 
to gab and argue. They offer many insights into what it's like to be 
a woman. In the end, Julia Roberts dies, so make sure you have 
plenty of tissues on deck. 

Some guys like to watch baseball. Some guys like to tinker with 
cars. Some guys like to put on a sequined dress, glittery blue 
mascara and a Carinen Miranda hat. If your boyfriend isn't one of 
the latter, he's sure to despise The Birdcage. Based on the French 
film La Cage aux Folies, Robin Williams plays a drag club owner 
who has to tame his rather "exuberant" headline 'act/life partner 
(Nathan Lane) so that his son won't be embarrassed when his 
fiancee's conservative parents come over to visit. Watch your 
boyfriend squirm in his seat as Hank Azaria, the gay housekeeper, 
prances across the screen in his shorty-shorts. See him uncomfort
ably cross his legs as he watches Williams oh-so-effeminately 
touch Lane's shoulder. Observing your man's expressioris will be 
more entertaining than watching the movie itself. 

Ladies, you can't go wrong with any of these movies. If he hates 
it, you're sure to get your $3.50 rental fee's worth. So sit back and 
grab a bowl of popcorn. I~'s payback time. 0 
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Learning is Fun, 
Doing is Better 

Rice graduate students tired of watching all-day reruns of Star 
Trek re~ently had the chance to play science teachers. Caught up in 
the "excitement" of the NASA Pathfinder mission to Mars, they 
hosted a project in which area youngsters were able to build their 
ve~y own Sojourner 'vehicles. The children made small Lego 
vehicles equipped with actual working cameras and maneuvered 
them over Mats-like terrain they had constructed. Ironically, Notre 
Dame recently treated lucky South Bend elementary students to a 
"hands-on" day by allowing kids to lay bricks as part of the South 
Dining Hall construction project. Upcoming "hands-on" demon
strations for the kiddies include rat extermination in Morrissey and 
rotating the tires on Monk's car. 

by Jesse Kent 
FEBRUARY 5,1998 

Fuzzy Navel, Hold the Fuzzy 
As part of Alcohol Awareness Week at the University of Miami, 

one party served a slew of non-alcoholic treats. But in order to bring 
a degree ofrealism to the party, students had to show their IDs to 
gain entrance at the door. A spokesman for the event said the party 
was "to show people they can have a good time without having to 
drink alcohol." Although some students were disappointed when 
they found out no alcoholic beverages were being served, the party 
ended up a success because of the large amounts of heroin that were 
offered upon request. 

L-oosiers 
Speaking of history , three members of the stellar Indiana Univer

sity football team in an introductory history class were accused of 
"repeatedly disrupting the class ; .. making obscene gestures, and 
scaring the professor," Chana Kai Lee, to the point "that she feared 
for her safety." One of the three Hoosiers is also suspected of 
making a prank call to Dr. Lee, making "racist and sexist remarks." 
The matter is currently under review by university officials, and if 
guilty the men could face judicial charges. Although ill refuses to 
comment on the situation, through undisclosed connections OOC 
managed to speak with them and asked about the offenses. They 
answered, "It's a great feeling being so big and intimidating, and 
after getting spanked weekly by Ohio State and the like, on Monday 
you know we could work off the frustration by making a 1IO-pound 
woman cry." 
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and that you would really like to 

share it with her. Make sure you have enough caffeine in your 
system to outlast her, then let the torture begin. Yell at her every 
time she starts to fall asleep. After several hours of this, let her pass 
out. Sulk and complain for the next two weeks, saying she doesn't 
care about your interests. Paybacks are hell, huh? 

If You've Been Nice to Her 
You've done the "good boyfriend" thing, right? Of course you 

have. She owes you. It's your tum to choose the evening's movie. 
Tell her the videos you rented are a surprise ("A bunch of my 
favorite romantic comedies!"). Then watch the entire Porky's 
series. If time is a factor, just watch the shower scenes. 

If She's Been Hinting About Marriage 
If she's dropping wedding hints, there's not much you can do to 

help yourself. If you're set on finding a good anti-marriage movie, 
however, I would recommend The Shining. Wait until after Jack 
Nicholson goes nuts and tries to kill Shelly Duvall and their kid, 
then casually remark to your girlfriend, "Boy, I wonder how our 
marriage is going to tum out." Let her think about that for a while. 

To those guys who actually go through with this, a final note: 
Don't cave. Make sure that you've cued through the previews and 
FBI warnings, because, as we know guys, if you give your lover the 
opportunity to make those puppy dog eyes and stick out her lower 
lip, you're finished. In a heartbeat, you'll be suffering through It 
C ould Happen to You wondering how the heck it happened to you. 
In that case, it cOlild be ... gulp ... love. 0 
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and daughter who love to gab 
and argue. They offer many in
sights into what it's like to be a 
woman. In the end, Debra 
Winger dies, so make sure you 
have plenty of tissues on deck. 

In Fried Green Tomatoes, Kathy Bates and Jessica Tandy play 
friends who meet in a nursing home who love to gab and argue. 
They offer many insights into what it's like to be a woman. In the 
end, Jessica Tandy dies, so make sure you have plenty of tissues on 
deck. 

In Steel Magnolias, Julia Roberts, Sally Field, Olympia Dukakis, 
Darryl Hannah and Dolly Parton playa group of friends who love 
to gab and argue. They offer many insights into what it's like to be 
a woman. In the end, Julia Roberts dies, so make sure you have 
plenty of tissues on deck. 

Some guys like to watch baseball. Some guys like to tinker with 
cars. Some guys like to put on a sequined dress, glittery blue 
mascara and a Carinen Miranda hat. If your boyfriend isn't one of 
the latter, he's sure to despise The Birdcage. Based on the French 
film La Cage aux Folies, Robin Williams plays a drag club owner 
who has to tame his rather "exuberant" headline 'act/life partner 
(Nathan Lane) so that his son won't be embarrassed when his 
fiancee's conservative parents come over to visit. Watch your 
boyfriend squirm in his seat as Hank Azaria, the gay housekeeper, 
prances across the screen in his shorty-shorts. See him uncomfort
ably cross his legs as he watches Williams oh-so-effeminately 
touch Lane's shoulder. Observing your man's expressioris will be 
more entertaining than watching the movie itself. 

Ladies, you can't go wrong with any of these movies. If he hates 
it, you're sure to get your $3.50 rental fee's worth. So sit back and 
grab a bowl of popcorn. I~'s payback time. 0 
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Learning is Fun, 
Doing is Better 

Rice graduate students tired of watching all-day reruns of Star 
Trek re~ently had the chance to play science teachers. Caught up in 
the "excitement" of the NASA Pathfinder mission to Mars, they 
hosted a project in which area youngsters were able to build their 
ve~y own Sojourner 'vehicles. The children made small Lego 
vehicles equipped with actual working cameras and maneuvered 
them over Mats-like terrain they had constructed. Ironically, Notre 
Dame recently treated lucky South Bend elementary students to a 
"hands-on" day by allowing kids to lay bricks as part of the South 
Dining Hall construction project. Upcoming "hands-on" demon
strations for the kiddies include rat extermination in Morrissey and 
rotating the tires on Monk's car. 

by Jesse Kent 
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Fuzzy Navel, Hold the Fuzzy 
As part of Alcohol Awareness Week at the University of Miami, 

one party served a slew of non-alcoholic treats. But in order to bring 
a degree ofrealism to the party, students had to show their IDs to 
gain entrance at the door. A spokesman for the event said the party 
was "to show people they can have a good time without having to 
drink alcohol." Although some students were disappointed when 
they found out no alcoholic beverages were being served, the party 
ended up a success because of the large amounts of heroin that were 
offered upon request. 

L-oosiers 
Speaking of history , three members of the stellar Indiana Univer

sity football team in an introductory history class were accused of 
"repeatedly disrupting the class ; .. making obscene gestures, and 
scaring the professor," Chana Kai Lee, to the point "that she feared 
for her safety." One of the three Hoosiers is also suspected of 
making a prank call to Dr. Lee, making "racist and sexist remarks." 
The matter is currently under review by university officials, and if 
guilty the men could face judicial charges. Although ill refuses to 
comment on the situation, through undisclosed connections OOC 
managed to speak with them and asked about the offenses. They 
answered, "It's a great feeling being so big and intimidating, and 
after getting spanked weekly by Ohio State and the like, on Monday 
you know we could work off the frustration by making a 1IO-pound 
woman cry." 
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BY KARA ZUARO 

The Cave There's something primal 
and almost seductive about 
the room's dark heat. The 

music moves the crowd with a 
throbbing rhythm, like the uni
fied sound of the beating of so 
many hearts. A couple is kissing 
passionately just inches away 
from you. You try not to look, but 
when they pull apart, you can't 
help but hear her ask, breathlessly, 
"What's your name again?" 

The Philosophy of 
Dorm Parties & The 
Superhero Within 

isn't having the time of his life. 
He's thinking about the things 
he'd rather be doing, like playing 
Sega or watching a movie. He'd 
never admit it, but he' s also think
ing about the philosophy paper 
discussing the cave analogy in 
Plato's Republic that he's got to 
write by Monday. Of course, he 
wonders why he's thinking about 
homework at a time like this. He 
feels like a dork. 

Yeah, it's Friday night and this 
time the party's at your place. 
Your 24 best friends chipped in 
for alcohol, helped move out your 
furniture and graciously slapped 
patches of Woolite upon your 
walls. Now that the black lights 
are setting the Woolite aglow, 
it's only a matter of time before 
the fun starts. 

At least you hope so. 
A pack of girls enters the room. 

Their clashing perfumes cleave 
your nostrils. You don't really 
recognize these girls, but maybe 
that's because they've replaced 
their usual khakis and sweaters 
with slim black pants and slinky 
T-shirts for the evening's festivities. They enter your room hesi
tantly, but once they decide to stay, they quickly squeeze through 
the crowd and over to the "cooler" - a wastebasket filled with ice. 

The Temptress All but one of the perfume girls immediately infiltrate the 
crowd. They seem drunk already. It's possible they hopped 
through a few other dorm parties on the way to yours, but 

since it's still pretty early, their drunkenness is likely just a show. 
Acting drunk is far less painful than sucking down cheap beer, and 
either option achieves the same result. The gal who isn't even 
pretending to be drunk is standing near your window, holding a 
beer, faking a smile and shifting her hips slightly to the Puff Daddy 
pumping from your stereo. She can't disguise that telltale forehead 
crinkle, just above her right eyebrow. You've seen it before. It's 
like a voiceover on The Wonder Years, and it explains exactly what 
she's thinking: 

"What am I doing here and WHY isn't anybody hitting on me?" 
With a sultry stare she attempts to seduce a guy who seems to be 

looking in her direction. She doesn't notice that he, too, wears a 
forehead crinkle. 

The Oblivious YOu know the guy she's looking at. He's in your philo class. He 
fails to notice her. He's looking past her and through the 
window at her side. He's tired and thinks he's only one who 
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The Hook-Up The guy from your class 
watches as two members 

of a newly-formed couple 
fall into one another. You follow 
his stare and watch the couple 
leave your room. You envy the 
pats on the back that the guy 
receives as he leaves with his 
ladylove of the evening. 

You notice that the girl at the 
window is pursing her painted 
lips for added "take me now" 
effect. The kid from your class 
still doesn't see her. She leans 
against the wall and takes a frus
trated swig. 

The crowd moves together as 
one body, as if all are captured by 
the rapture of some mass trance. 
Still, you can't ignore the dis

tressed look on the face of the guy from your philosophy class, and 
you're more than a little disturbed by the amount of alcohol being 
quickly consumed by the girl near your window. She grabs another 
can. 

The Epiphany YoU have an idea. You want to save the day. You want to find 
out where your dresser went because the white jumpsuit that 
your Aunt Louise sent is calling your name. You want to find 

your mattress and tum your sheets into a cape. You want to be a 
superhero. 

You want to be The Light. 
You want to flip on the real lights and switch off the stereo. You 

want to jump around in your silly 'white outfit and quote Sdcrates 
and make your philosophy professor proud. You want to lead the 
masses out of this cave and into the upper region, even though 
you're not quite sure where that is. Maybe a parade around the 
football stadium would suffice. You want to rescue those marked 
with forehead crinkles. 

Or maybe you don't. Nobody would take you seriously anyway. 
So you figure maybe there's another, more sane option for saving 
your world. Like, maybe you could start by introducing that guy 
from your philo class to that giri by the window. Maybe you could 
encourage them to go outside and get some fresh air. 

But hey, it's your room. 
And it's your call. 0 
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BY KARA ZUARO 

The Cave There's something primal 
and almost seductive about 
the room's dark heat. The 

music moves the crowd with a 
throbbing rhythm, like the uni
fied sound of the beating of so 
many hearts. A couple is kissing 
passionately just inches away 
from you. You try not to look, but 
when they pull apart, you can't 
help but hear her ask, breathlessly, 
"What's your name again?" 

The Philosophy of 
Dorm Parties & The 
Superhero Within 

isn't having the time of his life. 
He's thinking about the things 
he'd rather be doing, like playing 
Sega or watching a movie. He'd 
never admit it, but he' s also think
ing about the philosophy paper 
discussing the cave analogy in 
Plato's Republic that he's got to 
write by Monday. Of course, he 
wonders why he's thinking about 
homework at a time like this. He 
feels like a dork. 

Yeah, it's Friday night and this 
time the party's at your place. 
Your 24 best friends chipped in 
for alcohol, helped move out your 
furniture and graciously slapped 
patches of Woolite upon your 
walls. Now that the black lights 
are setting the Woolite aglow, 
it's only a matter of time before 
the fun starts. 

At least you hope so. 
A pack of girls enters the room. 

Their clashing perfumes cleave 
your nostrils. You don't really 
recognize these girls, but maybe 
that's because they've replaced 
their usual khakis and sweaters 
with slim black pants and slinky 
T-shirts for the evening's festivities. They enter your room hesi
tantly, but once they decide to stay, they quickly squeeze through 
the crowd and over to the "cooler" - a wastebasket filled with ice. 

The Temptress All but one of the perfume girls immediately infiltrate the 
crowd. They seem drunk already. It's possible they hopped 
through a few other dorm parties on the way to yours, but 

since it's still pretty early, their drunkenness is likely just a show. 
Acting drunk is far less painful than sucking down cheap beer, and 
either option achieves the same result. The gal who isn't even 
pretending to be drunk is standing near your window, holding a 
beer, faking a smile and shifting her hips slightly to the Puff Daddy 
pumping from your stereo. She can't disguise that telltale forehead 
crinkle, just above her right eyebrow. You've seen it before. It's 
like a voiceover on The Wonder Years, and it explains exactly what 
she's thinking: 

"What am I doing here and WHY isn't anybody hitting on me?" 
With a sultry stare she attempts to seduce a guy who seems to be 

looking in her direction. She doesn't notice that he, too, wears a 
forehead crinkle. 

The Oblivious YOu know the guy she's looking at. He's in your philo class. He 
fails to notice her. He's looking past her and through the 
window at her side. He's tired and thinks he's only one who 
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The Hook-Up The guy from your class 
watches as two members 

of a newly-formed couple 
fall into one another. You follow 
his stare and watch the couple 
leave your room. You envy the 
pats on the back that the guy 
receives as he leaves with his 
ladylove of the evening. 

You notice that the girl at the 
window is pursing her painted 
lips for added "take me now" 
effect. The kid from your class 
still doesn't see her. She leans 
against the wall and takes a frus
trated swig. 

The crowd moves together as 
one body, as if all are captured by 
the rapture of some mass trance. 
Still, you can't ignore the dis

tressed look on the face of the guy from your philosophy class, and 
you're more than a little disturbed by the amount of alcohol being 
quickly consumed by the girl near your window. She grabs another 
can. 

The Epiphany YoU have an idea. You want to save the day. You want to find 
out where your dresser went because the white jumpsuit that 
your Aunt Louise sent is calling your name. You want to find 

your mattress and tum your sheets into a cape. You want to be a 
superhero. 

You want to be The Light. 
You want to flip on the real lights and switch off the stereo. You 

want to jump around in your silly 'white outfit and quote Sdcrates 
and make your philosophy professor proud. You want to lead the 
masses out of this cave and into the upper region, even though 
you're not quite sure where that is. Maybe a parade around the 
football stadium would suffice. You want to rescue those marked 
with forehead crinkles. 

Or maybe you don't. Nobody would take you seriously anyway. 
So you figure maybe there's another, more sane option for saving 
your world. Like, maybe you could start by introducing that guy 
from your philo class to that giri by the window. Maybe you could 
encourage them to go outside and get some fresh air. 

But hey, it's your room. 
And it's your call. 0 
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Final Word A Leader 
Looks Back 

by Matt Griffin 

I t's hard to believe that just a year ago, Erek and I 
were knocking on doors, campaigning for stu
dent body president and vice president. At the 

time, I had some idea of what I was getting myself 
into. But this past year has disproven my predictions. 
Example: I never thought I would get more positive 
attention from USA Today than from our own Ob
server and Scholastic. It has been more challenging 
than I originally thought, but I wouldn't change 
anything. 

Campaigning was an experience I will never forget 
- from hanging posters to answering the questions 
thrown at us by the press in interviews and debates. 

After a year of service to the student 
body, the one thing that has inspired and 

influenced me the most is the support I 
have received from the Notre Dame 

community. 

Matt Griffin is a 
seniorfrom 

Anchorage, Ala. 
He is serving as 

student body 
president for the 
1997-98 school 

year. 
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The most memorable part of the two weeks was 
campaigning door-to-door. It was through this pro
cess that Erek and I truly got "genuine" feedback 
about our platform. There was the person who nearly 
attacked me, informing me about the lack of pencil 
sharpeners in DeBartolo (you can bet there are some 
now!); to the group of women who invited me into 
their room to watch the rest of ER; to another dorm's 
rectress who ,threw me out claiming I was interrupt
ing people's studies. Those two weeks left me with an 
understanding of who I would be representing the 
next year, and an excitement to accomplish my 
goals. 

Sure, there were times in those weeks I felt like 
dropping out of the race. But the last year has proven 

to me that the decision to run and serve as student 
body president was one of the wisest I have made. 
From the night I found out at 9 p.m. that we'd won, 
and then picked my parents up at the airport at 10 p.m. 
for Junior Parents' Weekend, to my months here this 
summer, to every day of the past semester, I have 
never regretted taking this opportunity. I can even 
sympathize with President Clinton now that I have 
been the subjeCt of controversy and cries for im
peachment. 

On the days when I don't come home until 2 or 3 in 
the morning, or the Friday and Saturday nights I give 
up to work SafeRide, my friends ask me, "Matt, why 
are you doing this? It's your senior year!" While 
being student body president does mean giving up a 
normal Notre Dame student's lifestyle, the experi
ences I've had as a result have been phenomenal. 
Attending the spring meeting of the Board of Trust
ees the morning after my 21st birthday, spending 
time with Notre ,Dame alumni, hosting the Boston 
College student leaders at my apartment for the 
football weekend :- all have given me memories I 
will never forget. 

And most importantly, I have witnessed and ad
mired the wide range ofleadership talents among the 
fellow students I work with on the senate and student 
government- stud~:nts ,who dedicate hours every 
week to help make Notre Dame a better place. 

After a year of service to the student body, the one 
thing that has inspired and influenced me the most is 
the support I have received from the Notre Dame 
community. Whether during good times or trying 
times, the support from fellow students has been 
amazing. It's the random strangers 'who stop me on 
the quad to give input or ask a question, and the e-

o mails from students saying "Thanks" or "You're 
doing a great job," that have made my year worth
while. And I want to thank you for the chance to 
experience it.' 0 
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Vegetable Fried Rice 3.29 5.29 Vegetable Deluxe 5.49 . . ~ 
, Chicken Fried Rice 3.79 5.79 Stir-Fry Broccoli 

>\"" 
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Shrimp Fried Rice 3.99 5.99 
Beef Fried Rice 3.99 5.99 
combination Fried Rice 5.49 7.49 

Chicken-Shrimp-Vegetable 
'Szechuan Fried Rice 5.49 7.49 

Chicken-Shrimp-Vegetable 

Soup 
Hot and Sour Soup 1.49 
WontonSoup 2.49 

Egg Drop Soup 0.99 

Customer's Choices 
'Chicken in Hot Garlic Sauce 5.99 
'Kung Pao Chicken 5.99 
Cashew Chicken 5.99 
Almond Chicken 5.99 
Curry Chicken 5.99 
Chicken Chop Suey 5.99 
Sweet & Sour Chicken 5.99 
Chicken with Broccoli 6.49 
Fresh Mushroom Chicken 6.49 
Chicken with Zucchini 6.49 

in Brown Sauce 5.69 
Steamed Broccoli 4.99 
Steamed Cauliflower 4.99 
Steamed String Beans 5.25 
Steamed Cabbage 3.99 

House Specials 
Noodles with Sauce Pint 

Vegetable Sauteed Noodles 3.69 
Chicken Sauteed Noodles 3.99 
Beef Sauteed Noodles 4.69 
Shrimp Sauteed Noodles 4.69 
Combination Sauteed Noodles 

Chicken-Shrimp-Veg 5.79 
'Szechuan Sauteed Noodles 5.79 

Chicken-Shrimp-Veg 

Appetizers 
Egg Roll 0.99 
Cream Cheese Wonton (6) 2.29 
Pot Stickers (6) 2.49 

Luncheon Specials 
11 :00 am to 2:30 pm 

Qh 
5.69 
5.99 
6.69 
6.69 

7.79 
7.79 Chinese Cuisine 

Delivery Hours: 
Mon-Sun 

5:00 to Midnight 
271-0125 

Chicken with Peapods 7.49 [Served with Egg Roll, Soup of the Day, Cookies] 
Orange-Flavored Chicken 7.99 
Empress Chicken 7.99 1. Sauteed Noodles 3.99 
Sesame Chicken 7.99 [Choice of Vegetable, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp] 

'General Tso's Chicken 7.99 2. Fried Rice 3.99 
'Hunan Beef 6.99 Choice of Vegetable, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp 

Ii 
Mongolian Beef 6.99 3. Vegetable Deluxe 4.75 
Pepper Steak 6.99 4. Steamed Broccoli w!sauce 4.75 
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Beef with Peapods 7.49 8. Sesame Chicken 
Orange-Flavored Beef 7.99 9. General Tso's Chicken 
Bee.f in Oyster Sauce 7.99 10. Sweet & Sour Chicken 

, Hot and Spicy' 
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Chicken-Shrimp-Veg 5.79 
'Szechuan Sauteed Noodles 5.79 

Chicken-Shrimp-Veg 

Appetizers 
Egg Roll 0.99 
Cream Cheese Wonton (6) 2.29 
Pot Stickers (6) 2.49 

Luncheon Specials 
11 :00 am to 2:30 pm 

Qh 
5.69 
5.99 
6.69 
6.69 

7.79 
7.79 Chinese Cuisine 

Delivery Hours: 
Mon-Sun 

5:00 to Midnight 
271-0125 

Chicken with Peapods 7.49 [Served with Egg Roll, Soup of the Day, Cookies] 
Orange-Flavored Chicken 7.99 
Empress Chicken 7.99 1. Sauteed Noodles 3.99 
Sesame Chicken 7.99 [Choice of Vegetable, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp] 

'General Tso's Chicken 7.99 2. Fried Rice 3.99 
'Hunan Beef 6.99 Choice of Vegetable, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp 

Ii 
Mongolian Beef 6.99 3. Vegetable Deluxe 4.75 
Pepper Steak 6.99 4. Steamed Broccoli w!sauce 4.75 
Fresh Mushroom Beef 6.99 5. Chicken in Hot Garlice Sauce 4.75 
Beef Chop Suey 6.99 6. 'Kung Pao Chicken 
Beef with Broccoli 7.49 7. Cashew Chicken 

Beef with Peapods 7.49 8. Sesame Chicken 
Orange-Flavored Beef 7.99 9. General Tso's Chicken 
Bee.f in Oyster Sauce 7.99 10. Sweet & Sour Chicken 

, Hot and Spicy' 

ut 

Only $35 a year -
regular biweekly issues plus the 

annual Football Review 
You'll find: : 

• .the latest campus news and sports 
• national and campus entertainment 

coverage 
• controversial campus issues 
• what's happening on weekends 
• off-the-wall humor 

4.75 
4.75 
5.25 
5.25 
4.75 ($8 minimum order) 

MAGAZ N E 
r----------------------:---------------------.. 
~ ~ 
~ Please putmeon your subscription listfor 1998. .I 
, I I , , I I Name: , 
~I 
~ Address: 'I 
~ ) , 1 I , 
~I 
~ . 
~ . 
~Please send this foml, with payment, to:,', 
, , Bl.IShiess Manager, Sc/zolasticMagazine ' 

I, ' '.303 LaFortuQe Student Center , ,II 
I , Notrepa:me, IN 46556., 

I . .,'." '.,' .', .I .:. __ ,_-_-_ . .;..-_._c_._,_.'_~_._-_-_C_"_-_._~ ... -_ .... 
, _ - - _ • I _ _ _ ,'_ _ _ _ __ 



Upcoming ~UB evenn 
Ryan White1s mother, 
Jean White-6inder will speak on Thursday, 
February 5 at 7:00 pm in the library auditorium 
Admission is free &a reception will follow 

• • • 

• Free Laundry! Free Laundry! Free Laundry! • February 18 & March 1, 10 am -8 pm 
• LaFortune & Badin • You mmt sign up at th.e LaFortune Info desk on February 1b! 

february 5-7 
Thunday 10:lo pm 
friday & ~aturday 8:00 & 10:lo pm 
(u~hing Auditorium ~ $2 

The display will be open 
Friday, Feb. b, 7-q pm 
~aturday, Feb. 7,12-5 pm 
~unday, Feb. 8, 12-5 pm 
at ~tepan (enter 

~ophomore literary Festival 
February 14 -lq, 8:00 pm 

Waihington Hall 
7:14 .. . Amy Hempel 
2-15 ••• Doug Uman 
2-1b . •• 6eorge Elliott Oarke 
2-17 .• Jtudent Headen 
2-18 .•• Campbell Mc6rath 
2-1Q ••• Harlan Ellison 


